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For Copper and Other Metals
by Randy J. Stine

by Leslie Stimson

Even with plummeting recycled metal
prices, the theft of copper and other nonferrous metals from radio transmission
sites across the country continues to
plague broadcasters.
Radio stations have lost copper strapping. coax, antennas, even entire HVAC

units to bandits looking to cash in on the
copper and other metal sc'rap boom,
which at one time saw copper prices fop
$3 per pound in mid-2008.
Copper was down well over 50 percent
in the past several months, garnering
about $ 1.30 per pound late in the year.
according to the London Metal Exchange.
Despite the cost of such commodities
being dramatically lower, industry
observers say they believe copper thefts
A door frame is broken and
will persist as the world economy tanks.
"I don't have any solid documentation, the handle itself is missing g
but from purely anecdotal evidence it at a Cox transmitter si :e.
See THEFT, page 8
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Arbitron Diary Sample

Arbitron has accelerated plans to
include "cell-phone-only" households in
its diary samples. Programmers see the
move as key to reaching young adults,
especially males.
It plans to introduce cell-phone-only
sampling to 151 diary markets in the spring
and to all markets (except Puerto Rico) by
fall. Previously, Arbitron had said it would
incorporate cell-phone-only households to
50 diary markets in spring and atotal of
125 diary markets by the autumn.
The audience research firm already
includes cell-phone-only households in
samples for its Portable People Meter
electronic ratings service.
Including cell-phone-only households
in the diary sample has been difficult
because of afederal law prohibiting random digit dialing to cell phones. The
See ARBITRON, page 5
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•Internal Embedded Exporter option
(fully integrated HD solution in a single box)
•Unique fully-adaptive, real-time. pre- correction
•Software selectable HD power levels of -20dB, - 10dB,
(or any power level in between)
•Hi- Res color LCD screen for maximum clarity and accuracy
•Built-in stereo generator
•Built-in audio delay ( up to 16.4 seconds)
•Multiple AES3 inputs and output
•Standard composite input; and two baseband SCA inputs

www.contelec.com

sak

•Based on Embedded DSP technology
(more accurate and reliable HD Radio®)
No hard drive or unreliable OS
(incredibly fast and stable)
•Compatible with IP based SIL systems
(unidirectional or bidirectional)
•Uncompromised reliability when used with Con:inental 802E
•Special Discounted Pricing for NAB Membe -s
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SCMS-Bradley Deal
Finalized Soon
PINEVILLE, N.C. Equipment dealer
SCMS planned to close on its purchase of
competitor Bradley Broadcast and Pro
Audio on Jan. 13. Upon closing, Bradley
Broadcast will function as asales office
of SCMS.
SCMS owner Bob Cauthen told Radio
World the acquisition will be good for his
business particularly in the government
sector and because he was able to retain
key Bradley staff. Bradley was owned by
David Matthews, a former radio chief

NEWSWATCH•
engineer who purchased it in 2007.
Long-time Bradley executive Art Reed
and account executive Bob Eburg will
continue to staff an office based in
Frederick, Md. SCMS is headquartered in
Pineville, N.C. and has 10 field sales
offices.
This is the second notable purchase of a
competitor in two years for SCMS. In
2007 Cauthen purchased the Harris
Broadcast Center, the product resale arm of
Harris and descendant of the former Allied
Broadcast Equipment. SCMS also recently
signed as areseller of Google automation
and became the U.S. stocking distributor
for broadcast products of Bird Electronics.
Bradley was started in 1983 as asub-

WINNING THE RATINGS
The loudness wars are over.
The winner? Nobody. Why?
Because when everyone became as loud as possible,
using the same limited tools, the
personality of every station got
lost. We call it "the sameness
syndrome."
We hate the sameness syndrome
and believe it's agood part of
the reason ears are turning to
alternate sources. They are just
plain tired. Fatigued.
Imagine, then, scanning aradio
dial and finding an aural oasis
— sound that's breathtaking in
its natural quality, but loud and
still retaining asense of dynamic
range. Impossible? If you think
so, you haven't heard Vorsis.
Vorsis is the first line of air- chain
processors designed for today's
21st century radio listener. It's
acomplete ground- up rethinking of the tired and traditional
approach that is inescapable
with those well-known processors Here we talk about afew
of the innovations that make
the flagship AP- 2000 Spectral
Dynamics Processor the incredible tool that it is Many of these
advances are shared among the
entire range of Vorsis solutions

Think about having the full
engineering control you've always
dreamed of — being able to find
the whispers as well as the
screams in your station's sound,
crafting an aural signature that's
so good, so transparent, you will
have people calling to find out
how you do it.
Vorsis Dynamics Control
Vorsis completely rethought
dynamics control — ABC and
compression — and came up
with a design that's intelligent
AND amazingly flexible to
control and shape your station's
"sound."

what the incoming level or era of
the music.

Five- band ABC (four- band in
the VP- 8) ensures a consistent spectral balance. Vorsis'
exclusive SSTTm Sweet Spot
Technology manages the behavior of the ABC in real-time so that

Paverful Bass, Incredibly
Clean Voice
Vorsis
Bass
Management
System extracts and reveals
the nuances in the program
that are simply not heard in any
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palette of controls are not accessible. The Vorsis GUI is designed
for intuitive operation, from the
front panel or remotely on your
PC. No control is more than
two clicks of the mouse away.
The screens offer alogical layout with avirtual control surface
above and monitoring graphs
and meters below. You can see
and hear the results instantly.
Nothing is easier.

sidiary of The Music Emporium, a as chairm4n as the- new Democratic
national catalog dealer in musical instruPresident-elect Barack Obama is slated to
ments and pro sound reinforcement. In
be"s•woin in on Jan: 20 and Martin would
1985, it was incorporated as a separate
then be replaced with anew chairman.
entity. In 2000, the parent company was
Martin's -term as acommissioner is not
sold to The Guitar Center and Bradley
up until 2011, however, so he could elect to
later moved from its Rockville, Md.,
remain at the agency. He declined to answer
location to Frederick.
reporters' questions in late December about
his future plans, only saying he has no
announcements about his future at the FCC.
The chairman hoped to have one television item ready to vote on at the Jan. 15
meeting. While the rest of the January meeting agenda was unclear in late December,
WASHINGTON FCC Chairman Kevin
traditionally the first meeting of the year
Martin has been silent on his plans. The Jan.
features presentations by the various
15 open meeting was expected to be his last
bureaus about their plans for the new year.
Asked during abriefing with reporters in
late December whether he intended to circulate more items for avote before the scheduled Jan. 15 meeting, Martin said yes, but
then said he couldn't talk about those yet.
The December open meeting was originally cancelled after Sen. Jay Rockefeller,
D-WVa. and Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
who were set to take over their respective
Commerce Committees in January, sent a
letter to Martin telling him that the FCC
should pay closer attention to the TV digital
transition because questions remain about
the readiness of Americans for the switch.
Fulfilling arequirement for amonthly
meeting, the commissioners held one via
telephone Dec. 30; the substance was devoted to commissioners saying their goodbyes
to Commissioner Deborah Tate.
and use L+R to L- R signal

Martin Quiet

About Future

VORSIS:
TI LIECHNICAL STUFF

ganging to prevent the image
from wandering uncontrolled. It's
already field- proven to manage
wide discrepancies between the
recording techniques of various
eras (oldies to the over- mastered music of today) and even
reduce multipath interference.

Tate Leaves FCC
WASHINGTON Commissioner Deborah Tate has left the commission after
three years of service. Her departure
leaves the agency with four commission-

Surgical Limiting and

Intuitive Interface
and Operation
No processor can meet its full
potential if it's not something
'lire's easy to use or if the full
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it always operates in its "sweet
spot." The multi- band compressor, operating in concert with
the ABC, provides unprecedented dynamics control. All operate
in sum and difference — the highest signal controls the amount of
processing. This is acompletely
new way to manage muttiband
dynamics to maximize the
consistency of your station's
on-air presentation — no matter

other radio processor. It puts
deep phstine bass on the air
without the distortions of common bass clipper technologies.
VoiceMaster is aspecial Vorsis
clipper
management
tool
that has its own automatic
processing chain dedicated
to detecting and specially processing live speech signals,
giving you the loudest and
deanest on-air voices ever.

ODOM
To some he idea of 31 bands
is scary. Not to us. It's simply
timazing what can be done
..111 it. Limiting and clipping's
imary purpose is peak control
re increase loudness; the less
audible in its action, the better.
31 bands allow surgical limiting
—its dynamic operation is nearly
inaudible to the ear so the resulting sound is louder AND cleaner.
It also provides unprecedented
opportunity to further fine-tune
the sound. FM and HD/DAB
have entirely different transmission charactehstics, so Vorsis
processors have completely
separate biting and final peak
control sections for analog and
digital broadcast.
Welcome to the
21st Century
Vorsis is the first processor
designed for the needs of a
modern radio station and its
listeners. Visit the web to learn
more and read our application
notes and white papers Call us
to set up ademo today.

Superior Stereo
Enhancement
In rethinking Voids, it became
It'll make aHUGE difference in
clear that stereo enhanceyour station's sound AND your
ment 1-lAS to be integral to
the processing. It is, after all, a bottom ! inn
manipulation of the amplitude
of the UR difference signal
that creates the perception of a
wider sound field. With Vords,
you'll get smear- free enhance
ment of the stereo imagr
that can be as wide as you
desire But that's only the
WHE
AT
beginning — you can also
control the stereo image width
on afrequency-conscious basis

See NEVVSWATCH,
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Why Accessible Radio Standards Matter
IAAIS Develops Guidelines for Building

The goal of the team was to make all
HD Radios easy to sell to people living
with vision loss. As apleasant byproduct,
the units that meet the standards will also
appeal to the general public and the standards can be applied to other consumer
electronic devices.

Radios for Blind, Low- Vision Users
by David Noble

- has no other access to the material, and
has the same right as his or her peers to
Many broadcasters are aware of the
read a bestseller or magazine without a
excellent work done in their cities by
censor. To avoid complications, reading
members of IAAIS, the International
Association of Audio Information
Services. IAAIS member stations are
information access services using FM
analog subcarrier transmissions to deliver
daily readings of local newspapers, grocery and other shopping news, books,
magazines and civic notices.
Highly dependent on volunteers, this
non-profit industry has a 30-year history
of service to people who live with visionimpairments, are blind, or who can not
hold abook or turn pages.
IAAIS and its HD Radio Taskforce
have issued the IAAIS Standards for
Accessible HD Radios. Ihave been asked
to offer an introduction to those standards
and the StAR Project, which stands for
Standards for Accessible Radios. A short
history is therefore in order.
A basic tenet of the IAAIS stance on
the nation's radio conversion to digital is
that IAAIS gets out of the special receiver business. For all of its history, the system of reading aloud over FM analog
David Noble
subcarrier required the use of expensive,

Imagine a
66-Minute Hour!
Squeeze Time with
25/Seven'Audio
Time Manager

•Run more local news, features, ad-libs, whatever
you need, with a10% speed-up with no pitch
change, glitches or artifacts
•So smooth that listeners won't even know
it's in use - natural-sounding audio maintains
pacing and inflection
•Simple tape-like operation means you can
punch Into live programming anytime at the
touch ofa button
•Newest version with 1Hour Buffer
and Cue feature
•Call BSW for more details
and low price quote!
ATM

List $ 7,950.00

Call BSW For Lowest Price: 800-426-8434

Save Now on
Airtools 40 Sec.
Profanity Delay
BSW Exclusive
Price: $ 1,499

broadcast gear from people you trust
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AirTools 6000 Processor
•AirTools 6000: 40-second processing delay
•Advanced delay technologr means no
unwanted "pitch shifting"
•For network syndication, the 6000's Automation
Control Interface offers the ability to trigger
automation changes or control arouter with
'delayed' contact closures
•Lowest price now at BSW!

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM

800-426-8434

6000AT

LowestPrice
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pre-tuned SCA receivers.
Many of these SCA tuners are lost in
nursing homes, thrown away by relatives
when clearing the estate of a recently
deceased listener to the reading service,
or given to local thrift shops with the other household electronics. The inventory
loss is staggering.

services needed to be kept "private" on
the HD Radio receiver. Thanks to the
diligent work of NDS, iBiquity Digital
and IAAIS, this was accomplished with
the inclusion of aconditional access system in the HD Radio circuitry.
This means that the consumer of the
future will be purchasing an HD Radio that

It's smart business both to create the HD Radio
system to include blind and vision-impaired
listeners, and to build a better radio.

The IAAIS wants HD Radios available
to the public to also have the ability to
receive radio reading services; however
that goal has awrinkle.
Point-to-point
Reading services on SCA are considered a point-to-point transmission under
commission rules. This enables the analog SCA reading service to read aloud
from books and magazines that contain
words unutterable on open channel.
This is important, in that the listener

will be capable of tuning in the local reading service, and no additional equipment
would be required. It also means that the
radio must be operable by people who cannot see the LCD or other displayed information. The radio has to be accessible.
The majority of the StAR project team
were blind consumers who are professionals in the radio reading industry and
experts at figuring out consumer electronic and broadcast electronic devices by
experimentation, trial and error and
sometimes luck.

The team worked through many permutations of the standards and developed
a non-technical, easy-to-read document
that discusses the controls, features, documentation and displays on an HD Radio
that will make it possible for IAAIS to
recommend that unit to members for purchase by the stations and consumers. A
copy of the standards is at the IAAIS
Web site, wwwjaais.org.
The key to the unit's accessibility is
that it must speak. When the unit is powered on, it must recite what is on the display as well as which functions it is performing. The buttons, knobs and other
controls must be tactile — discernible by
touch. The documentation must be accessible as well.
Promising prototype
Costs to create such a unit are not
high; in fact, as the HD Radio Taskforce
finalized its work, members reviewed a
promising prototype that spoke when
powered up and had nearly all of the
required characteristics. The manufacturer projects that it expects to be able to
offer the unit for under $ 100, where it is
currently priced. This bodes well for sales
to both disabled and able consumers.
The standards do not stop with the minSee ACCESSIBLE. page 5
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You Need
an Automated
Program Logger
•
lelos Profiler is the efficiem, cost-effective way
to automatically log your program audio
•No more clunky tapes or expensive dedicated
hardware - ProFiler runs on astandard PC
•Archived audio can be auditioned locally or
remotely via LAN, WAN or :he Internet
•ProFiler records one stereo audio channel
(expandable) and includes lelos PCI audio card
PROFILER

List $645.00

Call KW For

Lowest Pr CE: 800-426-8434

broadcast

r',sr from people you true!

Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Same Day Shipping
B5W stocks ahuge warehouse in OW for faster delivery to you.
Stock items ship the same day. Just arder by 5:00 PM Eastern Time

Experienced Sales Staff

BSW's vairs professionals have decaiesDf real-world broadcast
and reos ing experience to offer expert help with your purchase
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Journalism We Can Be Proud Of
soned discussion of aradio issue.
Isuspect what these readers are telling
Relevance Is the Differentiating Factor
me is that they don't want Radio World to
be avenue for the kind of broad, unreacal discussion and views have no place in
soning and snarky hollering that is found
"When did Radio World become a
in so many general media outlets under
political commentary magazine?"
Radio World. Politics ultimately is about
the guise of "political" discussion.
Reaction was swift to acolumn by
affecting policy; and that topic most definitely is within Radio World's mandate.
When this comes up again, with any
Skip Pizzi in the Dec. 17 issue.
writer, I'll tell him or her (as Ihave others
"Your final chart entry on page 32 is
However, it's my job to make sure that
in the past) that political commentary is
patently offensive," continued Dr. Dave
discussion in these pages is relevant to
acceptable when focused on how the quesDzurick of Consult-Ed in Tucson, Ariz.
our industry; on that score, we failed in
this instance.
tion at hand relates to radio. For example:
The graphic, aclassic end-of-year
Idid discuss this chart with Skip Pizzi
"I think the Obama administration is a
"Out/In" chart, ended with the entry "W."
when he submitted his article, knowing it
threat to radio because it is likely to push
(as in George W. Bush) under "Out," and
"Government we can be proud of' (prewould be contentious; Iwas on the fence
for content restrictions" or "Ifeel George
Bush was bad for broadcasters because he
sumably as in Barack Obama) under "In."
but decided to let it pass — because the
"You assume the new administration is
comment appeared within an author's
encouraged lax content enforcement" or
one we can be proud of," Dzurick replied
column, where opinions are aregular part
whatever. Then others can reply and comin an e-mail to me. "Can we at
ment as well.
least let the guy serve his term
As to Skip's chart, it
FEATURES
The Big Picture
before anointing him and his
would
have sufficed to
2008: The Year in Rearview
For Many, This One Is Best Seen Recerhog m ¡he Mrr(r
administration as atrusted
write, "Out: ' W' ... In:
savior of the country? The
'0." That's astatement of
bottom line: Keep the political
palpable election fact and
commentary out of your otherdoesn't drift into broad
by Skip Plat
wise fine magazine. All conpolitical commentary.
IN
OUT
10013 may be
servative talk radio isn't bad
If Skip chose to explain
abborm
remembered less for
and neither is all liberal talk
in
his
column why he
Itself than for the era
',e.g.
It brought to a close
radio good, something you
thinks one leader is better
seem to allude to."
than the other, that's approDzurick said if he were a
priate, as long as it's clearconservative sponsor he'd
ly labeled as his opinion
nea
even cancel his RW ads.
and as long as Iprovide a
"Please, focus on radio, not
forum for others to state
politics. Keep your beliefs to
their own views.
11/11.1outbcoblobrom
leartemeri
yourself and we'll do the
Radio World in general
same."
does agood job of policing
Another reader, an industry
these lines. And we're still
eramerriereigaur
veteran whose name you'd recanewspaper, so Iwon't try
ognize, told me: "Ireally think
to protect readers from
the political commentary is out of line —
of his content; because "Out/In" charts
opinions they might find disagreeable.
whether it be anti-Democrat or antigenerally are seen as away to treat releBut Iam committed to making sure that
Republican, for or against Bush, or
vant news topics in ashorthand fashion;
when readers do open RW's pages, they'll
'Obama will save the world' ... This isn't
and because Iencourage others who write
find discussion relevant to our industry.
the place for political views, it's aforum
to and for RW to comment politically
for the issues of radio. If Iwas the editor,
from various viewpoints. Guy Wire for
* * *
I'd have pulled those remarks because the
instance has written with aconservative
rest of the story is fine."
political bent.
While I'm in ombudsman mode, here's
These readers raise avalid question
Again, though, the key is whether a
aquestion about how to share an RW
though Idon't agree with some of the
commentary is related to the industry.
article.
underlying assumptions.
Skip's particular comment jumps out as
"My Dec. 17 issue was received on
Idisagree with the concept that politian unwarranted poke rather than areaDec. 30," Robert writes. "In attempting

From the Editor

When It Comes to Politics in These Pages,
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Paul J. McLane
to go online to send the fascinating
Fessenden article to some folks in the
U.K., Iwas unable to find the Dec. 17
issue, but was able to pull up the Jan. 1
issue. Yet on your Web site, there were
feature articles from Dec. 17 on Green
Radio and John Bisset's piece on ' Yes,
I'm Going Up There,' etc.
"Is there away to find the Dec. 17
issue online?"
Radio World posts content online in
two forms: As HTML on the site (content
that can be found via search); and acomplete, Flash-based digital edition of each
issue, available online to any visitor until
the cover date of the next issue.
To find the digital edition, follow the
instructions on our Web page. From
inside the digital edition you can e-mail
any article (click on Tools, then Send).
In this case, however, mail delivery of
the reader's print edition was behind
schedule. When he went to find the
Fessenden story online, our Dec. 17 digital edition had already been replaced by
the Jan. 1 (aday or two early because of
the holiday).
That doesn't mean he's out of luck. He
can use the Search function of our Web
page to see if the posted version of the
article is still available. Type Fessenden
and it will indeed take you to aposted
version of that story.
In finding older stories online, the
Search function can help you alot. But
while agiven digital edition is active,
that's the most reliable way to find an
electronic copy of astory and the easiest
way to e-mail it.
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Simplify remote site management with the Plus-X AC- 8.
Visit www.burk.com to learn more.

»Ideal for remote transmitter sites and
unattended studios
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Arbitron
Continued from page 1

Telephone Consumer Protection Act of
1991 prohibits placing calls to cell
phones with automatic dialing machines,
which Arbitron has traditionally used,
unless the caller has apre-existing relationship with the person being called.
Arbitron plans to use an address-based
sample frame as the foundation of its
cell-phone-only sample, while maintaining the random-digit-dial sample frame
for landline households.
Information about cell phone- only
households comes from the federal
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Center for Health
Statistics and its National Health Interview
Survey. At aconsultants' "fly-in" meeting
at Arbitron in December, Dr. Stephen
Blumberg of the CDC said the nationwide
trend towards wireless phones presents a
growing challenge to conducting phone
surveys.

Renters are four
times more likely
than home owners
to be cell-phone-only
households.

Preliminary results from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention's
January-June 2008 National Health
Interview Survey indicate that more than
one out of every six American homes
(17.5 percent) had only wireless phones
during the first half of 2008, an increase
of 1.7 percentage points from the second
half of 2007.
The number of households without
landlines is growing about 3 percent per
year. Renters are four times more likely
than home owners to be cell-phone-only
households. Those who have wireless

Accessible
Continued from page 3

imum requirements. We codified additional, preferred characteristics that would add
value to aunit, such as improved speech
controls that enable users to change the
speed of the synthetic speech.
Another preferred characteristic is an
onboard "tutor" button that changes the
controls from an operating mode to an
explanatory mode. Imagine the radio saying " seek up" or "seek down" when the
button is pressed and you've got the idea
of tutorial mode.
We also took time to stipulate clearly
the characteristics of aradio that would
make the unit ineligible for acceptance by
IAAIS. Touch screens are at the top of that
list because they are not static. You can
make achange and not see the change.
Manufacturers who digest the document and apply these universal design
principals will open up ahuge market for
these units; amarket that is disinterested
in currently available off- the- shelf
devices. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, there are more than 195 million
Americans between age 16 and 64 who

radioworld.com
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phones only are mostly adults living with
roommates, more likely to be male and
live in the South and Midwest.
According to the updated survey
results released in December, approximately 31 percent of adults aged 18-24
live in cell- phone- only households.
Those who mostly use their cell phones
may still keep a landline phone for their
security system or DSL broadband.
"We know some of them won't pick
up a [landline] phone if it rings. By age,
18-29, half of young adults are wireless
only or mostly wireless," Blumberg said.

I Radio World

Internet Streaming
AM/FM Radio Stations
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ARBITRON

,

Streams of AM/FM stations and HD are eligible
to be encoded
»Tuning reflects audience for encoded stations only
»Not included ( impact not quantifiable)
- Internet-only radio and Podcasts
- Ex: Yahoo! Music, Pandora, or Podcast of Car Ta k
- Non-encoded stream of out of market radio stations

BRANDING, POSITIONING
STILL RELEVANT

Minimum reporting standard

11.

». 495 Weekly Cume Rating
While you might not have to use your
call letters on the air — because the
Arbitron Portable People meter knows
which encoded signal its receiving — listeners still need to know which station to
tune to.
That's according to Philadelphia program directors speaking to research consultants at the Arbitron meeting as well as
analysis from Coleman Insights, which
sought insights into listener behavior
from PPM panelist interviews.
The need for marketing and branding
has not changed just because ratings
methodology has; stations should use call
letters, slogans and promotion, according
Coleman President/CEO Warren Kurtzman and Vice President John Boyne.
Stations must recognize the role that intentional listening plays for aradio station.
Chasing so-called incidental listening,
trying to broaden the appeal of astation
to gain these listeners, can cause your
core to collapse if you make changes that
undermine why people listen intentionally, according to the Coleman researchers,
who interviewed 30 people who had been
on PPM panels in Houston, Philadelphia
and New York.
The Coleman researchers expressed
surprise at how much listeners rely on
their radio pre-sets, rather than scanning
the dial. This means there are fewer
chances of discovering anew station.
Also striking was how often consumers misidentify stations they don't
listen to much. New York panelists, for
have some type of disability.
The American Foundation for the
Blind estimates a national population of
21.2 million Americans is living with
vision loss. That figure represents alot of
additional HD Radio sales.
By adopting the principles of universal
design, HD Radios can be sold to an
eager audience of men and women who
have ahigh degree of motivation to adopt
the new technology. In our research and
review of existing units, both accessible
and not, we learned that asingle note on
an e-mail group of blind consumers about
our prototype returned excited inquiries
on where to buy one and how soon would
the units be available.
In short, it isn't only the right thing to
do, it's smart business both to create the
HD Radio system to include blind and
vision-impaired listeners and to build a
better radio. IAAIS hopes that many
manufacturers come to the Web site and
download the StAR Project report. And,
by the way, the StAR Project Report is in
large print.
Noble is chair of the HD Radio
Taskforce for the International Association of Audio Information Services.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view to radioworldenbmedia.com.

•
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example, talked to researchers about stations "that didn't exist in the form they
described them, for, in some cases, 10
years," said Kurtzman, such as 1130
WNEW and WHN.
NOW 14 MARKETS
DEPEND ON PPM
Arbitron has commercialized its PPM
service in four new markets. The audio
research firm released radio audience
estimates for the December 2008 PPM
survey to its subscribers in Dallas- Ft.
Worth, Atlanta, Washington and Detroit.

It said PPM estimates for these markets
should be used as the basis for buy/sell
transactions of radio commercial time
among subscribing stations, agencies and
advertisers effective Dec. 31, 2008. PPM
audience estimates are now the buy/sell
"currency" in 14 markets: New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, DallasFt. Worth, Houston, Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Washington, Detroit, Nassau- Suffolk,
Middlesex- Somerset- Union, RiversideSan Bernardino and San Jose. These markets account for 51.7 percent of the estimated radio station revenue in the top 50

PT E

See ARBITRON, page 6

Made in the USA

BUILDS AND SERVICES THE MOST RELIABLE SOLID STATE FM TRANSMITTERS

Simplifying
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World Class Service
Cutting-Edge Technology
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Arbitron
Continued from page 5

radio markets, according to Arbitron.
The company plans to commercialize
PPM in Boston in April with the release
of the March PPM survey report.
DIGITAL MEDIA GROW
IN PPM DATA
In 1998, when anational sample of listeners was asked by Arbitron partner
Edison Media if they had "ever listened
to online radio," 6 percent said yes. In
2008, that response was 46 percent, or
some 54 million Americans.
From 14 PPM markets, according to
November data, listening online to AM or

FM simulcasts is 67 percent "other" a
combination of white, Asian and other
races, 18 percent Hispanic and 15 percent
black. The most listened-to online radio
formats are news/talk and adult contem-

The research company includes radio
station Internet streams and HD Radio

porary.
Arbitron said 13 radio station Web
streams made the December ratings book,
up from 11 in November.
In Arbitron's new definitions, as we've
reported, "IA" stands for an Internet stream
of an AM station and "IF' stands for the
Internet stream of an FM station. The 13
stations are WHTZ(IF), New York and
Nassau-Suffolk; WBEB(IF), Philadelphia;
KOST(IF) and KROQ(IF), Los Angeles;
KILT(1F), and KODA(IF), Houston;
KDFC(IF), KOIT(IF) and KSFO(IA), San
Jose; WAOK(IA), Atlanta; WLIT(IF),
Chicago; WAMU(IF), Washington and
KVIL(IF), Dallas.

Arbitron saici
13 radio station Web
streams made the
December ratings
book, up from 11
in November.

stations in its definition of " digital"
radio. It said of 662 digital stations eligi-

ble to encode, 520 are doing so and are
ready for reporting; those numbers are
up from 591 and 467 respectively in
November. The 520 breaks down as 326
AM/FM Web streams; 140 HD2s; 33
HD2 and Web streams; 15 HD3; and six
FID3 and Web streams.
To be included in the digital station
count, stations must meet the minimum
reporting standard of a . 495 Weekly
Cume Rating. Internet- only stations
and podcasts are not included in the
audience estimates because the commercials aren't encoded, nor are nonencoded streams of out-of-market radio
stations.
If they are encoded and played back
within 24 hours, however, Arbitron says
podcasts or other time-shifted audio will
be credited in PPM to the original time
of broadcast. Arbitron says most podcasts are played back within 24 hours.

MORRIS: ARBITRON
TO FIGHT

A new benchmark for
IP audio has arrived ...

the Logitek JetStream.
Everything about IP implementation has been getting less expensive and more
user friendly. It's time for the Radio market to catch up with this trend. The
Logitek JetStream represents the next generation of IP routing and networking and,
unlike the older stuff on the market, the JetStream is easy to set up and use.
Name asource and every JetStream on the network knows the configuration.

Internal codec
Fanless convection cooling
Up to 32 audio inputs and outputs —
stereo, mono or 5.1, analog or digital, in
2RU package
Integral GPI/Os

already crowded racks - our two rack units accomplish the same functions as the

Audio confidence indicators

competition's eight units. Even better, JetStream is easy on your budget - asingle

24 faders of mixing, assignable to up to
4 control surfaces

$6,000. and network units for larger routing needs. The JetStream has vLan
capability for back-up STL, remote studio applications and long distance snakes.

JETSTREAM (MINI
Logitek

Call 800-231-5870 today for more information
or to schedule ademo.

IRESIROUNDUP

The JetStream has the features you want
in an IP system:

Dual Gb network ports for easy, lowest
latency redundant networking

than $8,000. You can mix analog and digital sources in a32 x32 router for under

e

It's time for
the next generation.

(Stow your computer after setup - JetStream doesn't need it.) Save space in your

10 fader networked studio costs less than $ 10,000 and astandalone studio is less

Arbitron President/CEO Steve Morris
says that while the U.S. is in arecession,
it's not the demise of radio.
"Things may get worse" in 2009, "but
they're also bad in television" and in
other media, he told attendees of the
consultants' meeting in Columbia, Md.
"The long-term picture for radio is
not bad. We just have to get through the
ugliness of the near term," he said.
For Arbitron, that means enhancing
its core business — ratings. It plans to
measure digital audio and digital video
that's connected to audio.
And what did he have to say of the
news that Cumulus chose Nielsen to
produce diary ratings in 50 small and
medium markets, with Clear Channel
using the service in 17 of those markets?
"We are not going to give an inch," he
said, indicating Arbitron won't abandon
its diary markets that Nielsen will tally
with its once-a-year sticker diary. "We
view this as afight, afight we intend to
win."

.

Profanity delay, silence alarms, input
metering and mic processing
Automation protocols ( no, you don't need
sound cards)
Auto configuring mix: VLAN tagging.
DHCP, DNS, MADCAP, AutolP, MONS, DIFFSERV, SIP, SDP StudioHub+0 compatible for easy installation
....and more!

www.logitekaudio.com
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc

ROCKEFELLER: As he begins his fifth
terni in the Senate, West Virginia
Democrat Jay Rockefeller IV is the new
chair of the Energy and Commerce
Committee. He assumed his new chairmanship on Jan. 6 when the 11Ith
Congress officially convened. The move
had been expected. Rockefeller takes over
Commerce from Democrat Daniel Inouye
of Hawaii, who's vacating the Commerce
chairmanship for the chair of the
Appropriations Committee in the new
Senate. Rockefeller's first order of business will be the economy.

ARBITRON ONLJNE RATINGS:
Online radio network ReplaceAds said it
was the third largest online radio
advertising network in the October com
Score/Arbitron Online Radio Ratings.
ReplaceAds is anew service owned by
Jetcast Inc. that provides advertisements
to online radio stations for insertion into
the online streams. The ReplaceAds
Advertising Network consists of more
than 3,500 stations. Arbitron said its
agreement with Jetcast lets the company
provide amore complete picture of online
radio consumption.

The Metropolitan Opera
sets the standard for great sound.

Photo: Jonathan Tichler/Metropolitan Opera

The Met's Matthew Galek is a Real-World Super Hero
Not content to rest on its laurels, the most renowned and respected opera company in the
world is determined to connect with the widest possible audience—in the highest audio
fidelity. With engineer Matthew Galek at the transmission helm, the Metropolitan Opera
JIMINfflir
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broadcasts its Saturday matinee to an ever growing number of affiliates using ACCESS
(and the optional AAC suite) in multistreaming mode. With
AAC-SOFTWARE ACCESS, the Met's broadcasts offer all the sonic richness
it's famous for—over the most challenging IP networks.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, POTS

"Opera is one of the most challenging
musical genres to do compiete justice
to in a broadcast, but ACCESS makes
it easy."
— Matthew Galek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropoiltan Opera

(yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector
and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the challenges
of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real time
over most available IP connections.
Contact Cornrex today and find out
how ACCESS can help you become a
Real-World Super Hero—wherever
you are!

Put Comrex On The Line.
0 1101di
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wilringmi&

<A,ccass>
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19 Fine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infoecomrex.com
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said Bob Brand, vice president
of corporate security for Cox
Enterprises, which includes the
group's 67 FM and 13 AM
20011
Stop Material Theft
.Guest..
radio stations in 18 markets.
Continued from page 1
It,, scrap recycIng andustry
most Recent warts
work.; to be apart of the
ttites. iattio.
Cox implements a "layered
appears copper thefts have slowed abit.
solubon to rnatenal theft.
ScrapThefelert.corn o a tool for
law enforcement that allows you
approach" to security at its
As the price drops so too does the highto alert the scrap Industry of
spnecant thefts cl ' laterals o the Doted States and
transmitter sites, Brand said,
risk, high-reward ratio," said Chuck Carr,
Canada. Upon yaklabon and rev., alerts you post tor e
broadcast by ernad to al subscnbed users wahn a 250 male
e
which calls for fencing, lightvice president of the Institute of Scrap
gadss., of where the theft occurred
ing, motion detection equipRecycling Industries.
ludo. ja i_5555
ment and cameras.
Erst:Inelitto
Laaelatleastafb
"Do arisk assessment first,
which helps establish how to
We always knew price was th protect the critical components
mean and taboo by
1:loafel. ttta dtt
f.
that are crucial to you."
25.0 mks
main driving force, but people are still
Brand said Cox has experiPTA
enced metal theft at a "handful
SIM
desperate because of the economy.
of sites" in the past year or so.
Dave Remund, vice presierected to let/M*6=
dent of engineering for Regent
— Chuck Carr
so mom nfonnateon an scrap ...soy efforts to *et mates++,
Communications, said, " We
Met. von
have had copper theft at three
of our sites and have imple"We always knew price was the main
Local task forces are crucial to
mented, or plan to implement,
driving force, but people are still desperlimiting copper thefts, Carr said,
lights, improved fencing and
but in addition to prevention
cameras at several sites."
ate because of the economy."
Stories of copper thefts from radio
training, ISRI is supporting
Regent has nearly 70 sites in
transmitter sites over the past year are
efforts to pass a national law
all, Remund said.
plentiful. Brazen crooks have ripped coppenalizing copper theft. TwentyThe Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries launched a
Other broadcast companies
per tubing from buildings, taken transsix states have copper theft laws.
Web site aimed at tracking metal thefts.
including Clear Channel and
mission line and even stole an entire
Cumulus have reported copper
In the new Congress
broadcast tower in southwestern Pennpayments of more than $500. The bill protheft incidents in the last 12 months,
vides for acivil penalty of up to $ 10,000.
sometimes resulting in significant finansylvania, according to various reports.
The national Copper Theft Prevention
Metal theft isn't only affecting broadcial loss.
Carr's group, which consists of comAct of 2008, sponsored by Rep. Bart
Stupak, D- Mich., failed to pass in the
casters.
Most recycling industry observers
panies that process and broker scrap commodities, has launched aWeb site aimed
lame duck Congress before the end of
The FBI released a report in the fall
believe the demand for copper and other
at tracking metal thefts. The site,
2008, but Can expects action to be taken
saying copper theft threatened U.S. infranon-ferrous metals will remain strong
on the bill in the new session. If passed,
structure, citing examples of theft that
www.scraptheftalert.com, aids law
because of dwindling resources worldenforcement in their efforts to combat the
the law would require better recordkeepdisabled tornado warning sirens and in
wide. And then there is the matter of the
ing by copper recyclera and prohibit cash
one case, a Federal Aviation Adminieconomy, Can said.
problem.
stration tower in Ohio.
"As you have more and more people
"It is amajor concern for all of us that
looking for income, it's easy to go and steal
have large amounts of copper at sites that
air conditioner parts and other scrap metal
are isolated and relatively easy targets,"
to meet financial needs," Can said.

Theft

ISRI " has theft prevention
meetings and summits planned
for all over the country in 2009.
We offer a metal theft training
program for law enforcement to
show them how to build relationships between metal scrap recyclers and the industries that are
being impacted by the thefts,"
Carr said.
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MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning microphones and monitors continues its
growth The modular system has
been expanded by some new
mounting options VESA 75
Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling
Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting
Bar
and Board No I
(20"x12")
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News watch
Continued from page 2

ers, evenly split along party lines.
The former chairman and director of
the Tennessee Regulatory Authority was
sworn in as FCC commissioner on Jan. 3,
2006, and renominated by President
George W. Bush for afull five-year term
on June 20, 2007. However the Senate
did not act on her confirmation and she
had to leave when the 110th Congress
adjourned.
Her colleagues praised Tate, including
fellow GOP Commissioner Robert McDowell. who credited Tate with being "the
voice of consensus at the commission."
Tate "helped us to find middle ground on
many of these complicated issues," he said
Tate mentioned her participation in the
2008 World Radio Conference as one of
her accomplishments and encouraged her
colleagues to become more involved in
future global initiatives.

Internet Media
Device Group Forms

'Mcrele.

re; YELLOWTEC

www.yellowtec.com

Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone + 49-2173-967 315
info@yellowtec.com

Several streaming media companies
have created an industry group to define
standards, functions and profiles to
encourage development of Internet media
devices.
The group, called the Internet Media
Device Alliance, planned to hold its first
meeting Jan. 9at CES.
Other objectives for the IMDA include

promoting Internet- connected device
technology to consumers and retailers.
Membership is open to consumer electronics OEMs, retailers, radio broadcasters, content aggregators, online music
service providers, device manufacturers
and technology providers.
Frontier Silicon, Global Radio and the
BBC are among the founding groups that
form the steering committee. IMDA Chairman Harry Johnson says it's time for companies involved in the market for Internet
media devices, and especially Internet
radios, to join forces and present aclear
message to consumers, along with aconsistent user experience between products.
Further information is available at
www.imdalliance.org.

News Roundup
SIRIUS XM: At the annual meeting
Dec. 18, Sirius XM stockholders okayed
increases in the number of authorized
shares from 4.5 billion shares to 8billion
shares. They also approved an amendment to permit the board at any time prior
to Dec. 31 of 2009 to effect aone-for- 10
to one- for-50 reverse stock split. Total
shares represented at the meeting were
2.8 billion, representing about 88 percent
of the total shares outstanding as of Oct.
20, 2008. Sirius XM Radio trimmed 22
percent of its work force ( some 458 positions) by the end of 2008, as the satellite
radio provider moved to cut costs amid
slumping car sales. The cuts leave the
satcaster with about 1,600 people, down
from the 2,058 it employed before its
acquisition of XM.

Pro Fi LerTM by Telos
• Genuine MP3 audio compression with selectable bit rate
lets you optimize for storage space or broaccast quality
p ayback.
• Perfect for creating podcasts, verifying commercial
p ays and program content, or archiving live events and
aJclio from call- in lines. Great for checking out what your
competition's doing, too.
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Prof iler Server

• Archived audio can be auditioned remotely via LAN, WAN
or the Internet. You can also listen to " live" audio during
the encoding process... . great for consultants or group PDs.
Encoded program segments can also be set to upload
automatically to aweb server via FTP.
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• Play files in any MP3-compatible player, or use the included
ProFiler Archive Player to view detailed time-of-day data and
user notes. Store audio to any external or network drive.
• Easily select & expor: audio segments for external editing
and e- mailing.
• Euilding an IF- Audio network? Specify iProFilerTM, the
networked audio loger that works directly with Axia
networks to record UD to 16 stereo channels without audio
cards. Visit AxiaAudio.com to find out more.
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IEEE10:
---4MENTARY1
formed the European HD Radio Alliance.
or EHDRA, to help promote the technology to other broadcasters and to governments. Although DAB had amajor head
start in many European countries, we see
Germany, Switzerland, Ukraine, Romania
and others with considerable interest in
HD Radio technology, such as running
tests and operating experimental stations.
Unlike the United States, the many
governments in Europe operate radio or

HD Radio Aims to Go Global
Kneller of iBiquity Says the Technology
Is Attracting Attention Around the World
by Hal Kneller
The author is director of International
Broadcast Business Development for
iBiquity Digital Corp.

spectrum, combined with the efficiency
of IBOC transmission, has created the
global demand for HD Radio technology.

ing countries, available spectrum is much
more scarce today than it was 20 years
ago when DAB (Eureka- 147) was conceived. This worldwide premium on

Voice of Vietnam employees carry a Nautel 1kW AM transmitter in Hanoi.
The path to the transmitter site was only wide enough for a bicycle.
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Most Cost Effective HD Radio Mod Monitor on the Planet.
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•Monitor AM and FM - Analog, HD Radie and all Multicasts
•Accurate bargraph metering for analog carrier, demodulated audio, pilot and SCA injection levels
•RBDS, SIS and PAD data scrolls on vacuum florescent display ( VFD) • 6Assignable Relay Contact Closures
•Includes Remote Dashboare, aPC- based application for Ethernet remote control, monitoring, logging and alarms with E-mail notification

www.daysequerra.com

See GLOBAL IBOC, page 12

Photo by Hal Knelier

HD Radio technology is not just aU.S.
phenomenon.
More than 1,750 AM and FM stations
in the United States are broadcasting with
HD Radio technology, offering an additional 900+ new multicast channels. But
there is also great interest in Latin
America, Asia and parts of Europe.
In April, 2001, the International
Telecommunication Union adopted
Recommendation ITU-R BS.1514, which
endorsed iBiquity's AM IBOC technology for digital sound broadcasting in the
broadcasting bands below 30 MHz. The
following year ITU adopted Recommendation ITU-R BS.1114 of iBiquity's
FM IBOC system (referred to by the ITU
as Digital System C) for digital broadcasting above 30 MHz.
These two recommendations give
worldwide credibility to these systems
from aregulatory standpoint. From here,
regional and national standards organizations can work from this reference as
they develop recommendations for digital
radio technologies within their areas.
In my new role as director of International Broadcast Business Development
at iBiquity, Ihave been privileged to travel to Canada and many countries in South
America, Europe and Asia this year. I'll
share some observations that Imade on
these trips about the interest in HD Radio
technology.
With the proliferation of many wireless devices worldwide, even in develop-
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Emmis Partners With Ethnic Broadcaster
To Populate Several F11:13 Channels

*exagegéte.

"We're effectively operating like aconventional local radio station,
except that we're delivering our content via HD Radio," said
WorldBand Media VP Business Development Brad Herd.
kets; namely agood portion of the estimated 3.8 million South Asians
"Using HD bandwidth is avery cost-effective way to reach our audi— Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan — who live in North
ence, compared to buying an FM licensee and converting the format."
America.
Besides its deal with Emmis, WorldBand has
This is why Ennuis has partnered with
launched in Washington using one of Bonneville
WorldBand Media to broadcast WorldBand's
International's HD Radio channels (WTOP
South Asian radio programming via Emmis'
HD2) and has signed adeal with NextMedia to
WQHT-HD3 (97.1-HD3) in New York,
serve San Jose and San Francisco the same way.
KPWR-HD3 ( 105.9-HD3) in Los Angeles and
"Based on the census data we've seen, the
WLUP-HD3 (97.9-HD3) in Chicago.
[South] Asian community is quite large and,
"WorldBand approached us with an idea to
more important, has been one of the fastest
launch anetwork of ethnic HD stations targetgrowing ethnic communities in the country over
ed to the Indian community," said Paul V.
the past 10 years," Brenner told Radio World.
Brenner, Emmis Communications' VP of inteThe growth in the Indian and South Asian comgrated technologies.
munities has been akey driver of those trends;
"The agreement is structured as astraight
plus India has adistinct and powerful cultural
sub-leasing agreement for the HD3 positions
Johney Brar and Sonya Gil, standing, Devilca
engine — we've all heard about the growing
on three of our stations. WorldBand is sourcMathur and Jatinder Dhoot are among the
influence of Bollywood — that doesn't have
ing/producing all of the content and overseeing
air talent at WorldBand Media.
many local distribution outlets in the U.S. We
all other components of programming the stathink the business concept holds alot of promise."
tion. We simply ensure that WorldBand inserts the proper FCC required
For Emmis, Worldband Media is just one part of its overall HD
content. i.e. station ID and EAS, and broadcast the programming."
Radio strategy. "Our content ranges from deep album rock and live
concerts to gospel, jazz and old school hip hop," Brenner said. These
Using HO bandwidth is avery cost-effective
channels are heard via the 16 Emmis HD Radio stations that are multiway to reach our audience.
casting. The company has 23 stations in all; 17 are broadcasting in HD
Radio overall.
— Brad Herd
"Multicasting is the method by which terrestrial broadcasters can
mostly compete with external companies that provide listener choices,
such as satellite or Internet," he concluded. "The adoption of HD Radio
Operationally, WorldBand Media produces its South Asian content
What should those extra HD Radio channels be used for?
At Emmis Communications, part of the answer is to reach new mar-

on anetwork model, providing it to all of its HD Radio stations.
Ultimately, WorldBand will have local studios in the markets it serves;
not just for local presence, but because this business model is focused
on locally-sold advertising.
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has drawn enough attention that we can now get companies like
Worldband Media interested in using our industry to fulfill their business objectives."
— James Careless
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television stations along with commercial
broadcasters. HD Radio technology initially had more of an appeal among those
private (commercial) broadcasters mainly
because it does not require new spectrum, costly infrastructure upgrades or
changes in listener behavior.
Radio World and RW Engineering
Extra have published articles on the tests
in Lucerne, Switzerland, by EHDRA
member and general director Markus
Ruoss. HD Radio broadcasting continues
on the Ruoss Sunshine stations. An interesting conclusion from the testing was
that in severe reception conditions in the
Swiss Alps, the HD Radio signal could be
received in the automobile testing, whereas the analog signal was unlistenable.
Eastern Europe has embraced the HD
Radio concept quite nicely. We have two
HD Radio stations, each programming an
HD2 and HD3 channel in addition to their
main HD channel. They are licensed to
First Ukraine Radio Group operating fulltime in Kiev, Ukraine. Neighboring
Poland has tested the system as well. We
are in conversations with several other
Eastern European broadcasters about
future testing, and this fall we demoed HD
Radio technology in Baia Mare, Romania.
Each of these countries recognizes that
to continue to be viable, radio needs to
integrate into the digital landscape.
In Asia, we have several countries
deploying the HD Radio system. In
Bangkok, Thailand, several HD Radio
stations with multicast are operational.
The Philippines was the first Asian nation
to regulate HD Radio technology as its
official digital standard (on FM), while
China and Vietnam currently are testing
with live on-air transmissions.
China is an interesting case because it
has set up FM single-frequency networks
along major highways. Imagine being
able to drive for hours and hours without
changing the frequency on an auto
receiver, and enjoying the same program
seamlessly.
IBiquity is working on SFN technology for integration into the system, as well
as on-channel boosters. As with many
areas of the world, there are cities in
China such as Beijing and Shanghai with
immense traffic problems.
Imagine the potential of real-time traffic information over the data channel of
HD Radio broadcasting. These services
(and additional potential revenue) have
broadcasters taking a close look at the
potential of HD Radio technology.
Latin America
In Latin America, Brazil has approximately 25 HD Radio stations on the air in
several of its largest cities. To that end,
several broadcast organizations along
with help from Mackenzie Institute of
Sao Paulo engineering department and
the regulatory agency of the Brazilian
government ( ANATEL) have completed
an extensive 500+ page test report.
lid(110 WOf
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There are several towers on the Voice of Vietnam site, used for domestic broadcast and international shortwave.
Shown are most of the vertical towers. There are long wire and skirt antennas as well on the site.
This report is analogous to National
Radio System Committee studies in the
U.S. It will be tendered to regulators to
assist them in creating an official digital
standard in that country.
Brazil has aunique radio environment
with more than 2,000 community radio
stations that have an ERP of 25 watts at
30 meters. These stations are non-commercial and important to many listeners.
Extensive tests were conducted
demonstrating that community stations
would not be interfered with by the large
stations with HD Radio transmissions and
that the technology would provide reasonable coverage for the community stations.
By regulation, these community stations
are guaranteed 1km radius from transmitter site for protection from interference.
Also, Brazilian broadcasters have been
working to foster an active manufacturing environment for HD Radio receivers.
The potential benefits of amarket the
size of Brazil instituting HD Radio
broadcasting in terms of receiver sales
are enormous. Brazil is a market nearly
the size of the United States. As the
quantity of receivers being manufactured
increases, prices should continue to drop
for everyone.
Mexico authorized HD Radio transmissions in an area within 200 miles
south of the U.S. border where approximately nine stations currently operate,
including several with multicasting. There
are additional AM IBOC tests scheduled
for Mexico City as two FM stations there
are broadcasting with HD Radio technology on an experimental basis. Mexico's
government is still reviewing national
digital radio standards, but the opening of
the border area is a huge vote of confidence for the HD Radio system.
Other Latin America countries also are
thinking digitally. Colombia has stations
on for testing and demonstration, as does
the Dominican Republic. Panama is on air
with an AM-FM station as its government

decides both radio and television digital
standards. Uruguay recently announced it
would commence astudy of digital radio
systems for potential adoption.
The great appeal of HD Radio technology globally, then, comes down to its efficient use of spectrum, and its ability to
coexist on-channel with the analog signal,
atrue hybrid system. It allows for marketplace adoption, and paves the way for a
fully digital future with even more bandwidth for additional services at that time.
These are the reasons that broadcasters
in the U.S. embraced it, and the reason that,
over time, more and more broadcasters
DIGITAL
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HD RADIO ADS: Coming on the
heels of a holiday campaign, the HD
Digital Radio Alliance began another
marketing push on Dec. 29. Broadcasters
say they're maintaining an advertising
presence and staying in front of customers. The new flight of ads, which air
until March 29, focuses on "evolution"
and how HD Radio came to be. The ads
highlight iTunes Tagging, low pricepoints, starting at $79, and multicast
channels. The alliance recommends that
stations use the weak economy as a
chance to aggressively market abusiness, saying history and studies show
that advertisers who continue marketing
in downturn environments steal share
from their competitors.
WTMD, PRI ¡ PHONE APPS:
WTMD(FM), Towson, Md. has developed and deployed an iPhone application
that streams the station's signal direct to
the listener's handset. The free app is
available in the iTunes store by searching
WTMD. We reported on WTMD's conversion to IBOC and its intentions to add
amulticast channel; the station intends to
add asecond stream to the app when it

around the world will see its advantages.
Our job today at iBiquity's International
Broadcast Business Development department is to show the world that HD Radio
technology is not a U.S. standard, but
rather, aglobal standard that just happened
to be developed in the U.S.
Hal Kneller, CPBE, DRB, has been
with iBiquity since February 2008; previously he was with Harris Corp, where he
worked with HD Radio technology since
2002. Reach him at knellereibiquity.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view. Send letters or comments to
radioworldenbmedia.com.

launches its HD2 channel early in 2009.
Glad Works (gladworks.com) designed
the app, which is offered by Jacobs
Media (
jacobsmedia.com). Separately,
Public Radio International announced
the availability of an iPhone application
for live streaming of its 24/7 program
channel. Available through PRI.org, the
streamed content includes such programs
as PRI's "The World," "The Takeaway,"
"This American Life" and "The Tavis
Smiley Show." The free application is
available for iPhone and iPod touch
through the iPhone App Store.
MMTC: The Minority Media and
Telecommunications Council says the
FCC should require most satellite radio
receivers to also be capable of receiving
HD Radio signals. MMTC also endorses what it calls a " seamless scan" of
analog AM, FM, HD and SDARS signals in SDARS receivers. The commission does have the authority for such a
mandate, says MMTC, because the
agency may regulate contracts between
licensees and third parties to the extent
that doing so would fulfill its mandate
to promote the "effective use of radio in
the public interest."
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Junk Box Goodies to the Rescue
And an Experimenter's Application for Slug and Snail Gardening Tape
by John Bisset

In the Dec. 3 Workbench we noted,
"Plug conduit openings like this one to
keep out the elements — and worse."
Marc Mann writes to suggest that
before you plug any such conduit, take
the extra step of ensuring it's empty of
water. Fig. 1shows cables disappearing
into aconduit. It's what you can't see that
can cause problems.
When Marc's CATV picture degraded,
the tech who was sent narrowed the problem to the coax cable between the street
pedestal and the building. It was housed
in an underground PVC conduit that ter-

minated in the pedestal vertically with no
seal. When the tech pulled the cable out,
they found its jacket was severely
degraded and soaking wet, due to the
conduit being flooded.
The technician was going to just pull a
new cable through when Marc suggested he
blow the conduit out first and then seal it.
The technician didn't carry compressed air
on his truck, but Marc offered his air compressor; they used it to remove acouple of
gallons of stagnant water. After pulling the
new cable, the tech sealed the ends to prevent such problems in the future.
Don't think you have compressed air
at the site? How about utilizing a spare

Fig. 1: Before sealing conduits, ensure they are water-free
to avoid damage to cabling.

nitrogen bottle from your RF line to blow
it clear — using aregulator, of course?
Construct a suitable-grade rubber air
hose (any length) with the appropriate fittings attached to the nitrogen regulator;
it's handy for blowing out dust from heat
sinks, hard-to- access equipment racks
and air conditioning condensing coils.
Hose, blow gun and regulator kits are
available from any commercial refrigeration supply house in your area. Here's a
link, for example, to AZ Partsmaster:
httpiltinyurl.comlworkbenchl.
Marc wraps up his suggestion with a
warning for anyone who uses compressed
air — even those small handheld cans —

to not "spin" box cooling fans, like that
pictured in Fig. 2, in order to dislodge
dust buildup. The rotational speed they
can achieve is too fast, and will damage
the bearings and cause the fan to fail prematurely. Marc uses a non-conductive
rod to prevent the fan blade from "windmilling" and then blow the device clean.
Marc Mann can be reached at
mmann001@sanfr.com.
* * *
Paul Sagi, who engineers in Kuala
Lumpur, Malasia, always has ahandy tip
or Web site for readers. Remember the old
Heathkits that many of us used to learn
soldering techniques and elementary electronic theory? Well, if you're searching
for amodern day source of do-it-yourself
kits, check out the site we've linked al
See KITS, page 16
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compressed air. A pencil will work ( power off, of course).
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Can aradio console be over-engineered?
(Only if you think "good enough" really is good enough.)
The radio console, redefined.

government sucks in taxes.

Building agreat console is more than punching

By contrast, our silky-

sticking the

holes in sheet metal and stuffing afew switches

smooth conductive-

Lexan

aim

to

the

in them. Building a great console takes time,

plastic faders actuate

top of the module like

brain- power and determination. That's why Axia

from the side, so that

some folks do, our overlays

has hired brilliant engineers who are certified

grunge can't get in. And our rotary controls are

are inlaid on the milled aluminum

high- end optical encoders, rated for more than

module faces to keep the edges from cracking

to create the most useful, powerful, hardest-

five million rotations. No wipers to clean or

and peeling — expensive to make, but worth it.

working consoles in the world.

wear out — they'll last so long, they'll

For extra protection, there are custom bezels

"OCD": Obsessive Console Designers, driven

outlive your mother-in-law (and

Beneath the surface

around faders, switches and buttons to guard

that's saying something).

those edges, too. Which means that Element
modules will look great for years.

There's more to agreat board than just features.
Consoles have to be rugged, to perform

Element's

avionics- grade

flawlessly 24/7, 365 days- a-year, for years at a

switches are cut from the

time. So we literally scoured the globe for the

same cloth. Our design team was

By the way, those on/off keys, fader knobs
and bezels are our own design, custom- molded

absolute best parts — hardware that will take

so obsessed with finding the perfect

to give positive tactile feedback. The switch

the torture that jocks dish out on adaily basis.

long- life components that they actually built

is flush with the top of the bezel, so it's easy to

a mechanical "finger" to test switches! Some

find by touch. But if something get; dropped

supposedly " long life" switches failed after just

on it, the bezel keeps the switch from being
accidentally activated.

100,000 activations; but when

More than just products
Even the best products are nothing without
great support. So Axia employs an amazing
network of people to provide the best support
possible: Application Engineers with years of
experience in mapping out radio studios... the
Element frames are constructed
from custom aluminum extrusions for maximum
rigidity. Module face plates & console side panels are machined from

most knowledgeable, friendly sales people in
the biz... Support Engineers who were formerly

thick plate aluminum. Even the hand rest is abeefy extrusion. All this
heavy metal means even the most ham-handed jock can't dent it..

our guys found the switches used in Element,

broadcast engineers. Plus agenius design team,

they shut off the machine after 2 million

software authors who dream code... one of the

First, Element is fabricated from thick, machined

operations and declared a winner. (The losers

largest R&D teams in broadcast.

aluminum extrusions for rigidity and RF

got an all- expense- paid trip to the landfill.)
uppcorr And

immunity. The result: aboard that will stand up
Element's individual components are easy to

to nearly anything.

241

now Axia has become radio's

first console company to offer

service. Faders come out after removing just two

24/7 support, 365 days a year.

With so many devices in the studio

screws. Switches and rotary volume controls are

Chances are you'll never need that

these days, the last thing anyone

likewise simple to access. And all lamps are LEDs,

assistance, but if you do, we'll be

eeds is gear with a noisy cooling

so you'll likely never need to replace them.

fan. That's why Element's power-

ready for you. Our 'round-the-

+I-210 '
522432A

clock help line is +1-216-622-0247.

supply is fanless, for perfectly silent operation

Engineers have said for years that console

inside the studio.

finishes don't stand up to day-to-day use. Silk-

Proudly Over-Engineered

screened graphics wear off; plastic overlays last

Are Axia consoles over- engineered? You bet. If

longer, but

you're looking for a cheap, disposable console,

Element modules are hot-swappable, of
course, and quickly removable. They connect

they crack and chip — especially
around

switches and fader

there are plenty out there — but this ain't it.

can

Not everyone appreciates this kind of attention

is as simple as removing two

easily get cut on the sharp,

to detail, but if you're one who seeks out and

screws and unplugging an Ri

splintered edges. We decided

appreciates excellence wherever you may find

to the frame via CAT-5, so pulling one

slots,

where

fingers

that we could do better.

— no motherboard or edge

it... Axia consoles are built just for yu.

connectors here.
Element uses high-impact
cl o
L
Eh
o r

Faders take massive abuse.

and printing onwith
the back,

The ones used in other consoles
have a big slot on top that sucks
in dirt, crumbs and liquid like the

resmion g.
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SoftWright Integrates Radio Path
Analysis With Google Earth
SoftWright, developers of Terrain
Analysis Package software, now provides
the capability to see the details of aradio
path analysis or RF coverage map using
Google Earth. The company said the
application can be used to visualize virtually all types of radio system paths.
"In the past radio system designers
have relied heavily upon a predictive
technique developed by a French physicist, Augustine-Jean Fresnel," it stated.
"His modeling predicted an invisible
envelope of transmitted energy that surrounds the line-of-sight on the entire path
between a transmitter and a repeater.
When any obstruction penetrates this
envelope, the received signal level is
reduced, sometimes causing degradation
so severe that the path was not usable for
radio or data links.
"Up to now this modeling was asimplified, two-dimensional graphic, where
the engineer looked at the terrain profile
of the path. If the entire portion of the
Fresnel zone to be protected was above
the elevation of the ground and obstructions along the path, then the receiver had
the maximum possible signal."
SoftWright said it has developed a
way of graphically modeling not only the
portion of the Fresnel zone that lies
below the actual path line-of-sight, but
also on both sides of the exact path,
where additional path losses are created.
"Up to now this degradation would
have been undetected. With this newly
designed RF modeling tool developed by
SoftWright and integrated with Google
Earth, the engineer can fly down an entire
path and look at the areas that would cause
signal deterioration down the entire path
including the side lobes of the protected
Fresnel zone. Only when one knows precisely where these obstructed locations are,
can an engineer proceed with strategic
solutions to seek to eliminate locations
where the signal is unreliable."
The graphic shown here indicates that
terrain severely blocked the reception on
this path. SoftWright said its Terrain
Analysis Package software allows the
designer to know in advance if these
problems will be present and to make
design adjustments to eliminate or minimize these types of problems. If radio
coverage is problematic the TAP software
can evaluate proposed solutions so that

the system reliability can be improved.

TAP performs evaluation of existing
or proposed radio transmitter sites; radio
coverage predictions, intermodulation
studies and radio transmitter site administration; TV and FM broadcasting,
MMDS, ITFS, PCS, SCADA, WLL,

WiFi, WiMAX, microwave, cellular,
paging, air-to-ground, ship-to-shore and
conventional two-way radio system
design.
Info: www.softwright.com.

SCMS Makes a Place
For Bird in Its Nest
SCMS was named master stocking
distributor for the broadcast products of
Bird Electronic Corp.

:WM&
TECHNOLOGIES GROUP

The dealer said this includes the new
Signal Hawk Spectrum Analyzer and the
family of TPM Broadcast Power Monitors.
SCMS is based in Pineville, N.C., with
nine field sales offices. Bird is headquartered in Solon, Ohio.
Info: www.scmsinc.com and www.
bird-electronic.com.

Kits
Continued from page 14

http:Iltinyurl.comlworkbench2.
MAKE offers a variety of kits for
under $ 20. For next year's holidays,
there's ablinking LED Christmas tree kit,
abird ornament and even an LED menorah kit, all for $ 10 or less.
If the do-it-yourselfer works with
printed circuit boards, Paul passes
on another site, http:Iltinyurl.coml
workbench3. Here, Douglas Smith writes
about a foil tape that gardening centers
sell as a barrier to slugs and snails.
Copper foil tape can be pricey, but if you
catch the closeout sales at the garden
shops, it is areal bargain.
Although the adhesive is not conductive, it's thin enough that the edges of the
tape can be soldered to a printed circuit
board. The tape example that Smith displays on the site talks about the "electrical charge" that repels the slugs!
Anything to sell aproduct, Iguess. But if
the tape can be used by the RF project
experimenter, so much the better.
Paul Sagi can be reached at
pksagi92@gmail.com.

John Engle is chief engineer for breaker was reset. John replaced the sump
WEEU(AM) in Reading, Pa. Responding
motor — but left the alarm relay in place.
to our relay photo, which drew such a
He adds that some junk box goodies
variety of suggested uses, John writes
can help you solve mysteries. John Engle
that he used a similar device to signal a can be reached at jengle@weeu.com.
power failure to an outlet that supplied
* * *
power to the sump pump in the basement
of his old transmitter building.
They'd had aparticularly wet summer
Speaking of junk box goodies, contract
a few years back, and he would find a and project engineer Peter Gowen in Philfew inches of water on the basement
adelphia adds acaution voiced by many
floor. The breaker to the sump pump was
engineers: If you wire up such awarning
tripped; John reset the breaker. The
device, add afuse in the AC line cord.
pump would run, the water would be
Sooner or later, the relay coil will burn
pumped out and it would shut off when
up. Instead of merely opening, it might
the sump was emptied.
short out long enough to trip abreaker —
The breaker tripped several times.
of course that will be the breaker that
John replaced it after the third time, but it
feeds the rack where the widget is (along
happened again. So John plugged a 120
with the audio processor and SU).
volt relay into the outlet, routing the conPeter Gowen can be reached at
tact leads to his remote control to trigger pgowen02@yahoo.com.
an alarm if the breaker tripped.
John Bisset has worked as achief engiThe next time the breaker tripped, he
neer and contract engineer for 40 years
was there within 10 minutes. John found
He recently joined Hautel as regional
that the pump was very hot. He deduced
sales manager for Europe and Southern
that it would run for a long time during Africa. In 2007 he received the SBE's
rain storms, then overheat, causing the
Educator of the Year Award. Reach him at
bearings to seize and it would trip out the johnbisset@verizon.net. Faxed submisbreaker.
sions can be sent to (603)472-4944.
John found that if the pump was
Submissions for this column are
allowed to cool, after about an hour the
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertifipump would run normally when the
cation credit.
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Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors ( CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

800.806.8851

INININ.TITUSLABS.COM

HYBRIDS

CODECS

Zephyr/IP

(
Rackmount)

Zephyr IIP

Nx12

(
Mixer)

Featuring ACTTm - Agile Connection Technology, which continuously

The Nx12 is our most powerful performer, setting new standards for

monitors the connection and adjusts the buffer and bit rate to

studio telephone interface systems in today's environment. It gives

compensate dynamically for network conditions. The Zephyr/IP

you the latest hybrid technology and audio processing by Omnia for

does this automatically without audible artifacts and with very

the cleanest, most consistent call quality ever; even over VolP and

ate delay while producing high- quality audio over a rock solid

cell phone calls.

connection. Also available in amobile mixer version.

ONE xSix
Six Lines No Waiting

Xstream

Te/os One

The Best Way To Hear From Therem

Ideal Interface Solution

;e:port

lelos Two

The " Go Anywhere" Zephyr

Advanced ISDN Hybrid

lib

2101
Whole- Plant Solution for
Large Studio Complexes

SOFTWARE

CONTROL
Desktop Director
Caller Management Simplified

ProFiler

Call Controller

Multi Channel, Multi Streaming
Audio Archiving

Easy, Cost Effective Screening

NeoScreener

Switch Console

Advanced Call Screener Software

Control As You Like It

Console Director
Smooth Integration with Nx12 and
2101 systems for Axia Element Owners

AUDIO INETWORKS
www.Telos-Systems.com
© 2008 TLS Corp. Telos, Axle, One x- Six, TWOx12, Series 2101, Nx12, Zephyr/IP, Call Controller, Deslacip Director, Console Director, Livewire and Element TM TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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Is the Perfect Storm Approaching?
A Cloud of Challenges May Make Life
Particularly Difficult for Stations This Year
Radio has weathered its share of tough
times over the years, but the clouds currently gathering may be harbingers of
serious difficulty ahead for the industry.
These multiple forces could soon test
radio's mettle like never before.
Consider the following elements that
could conspire to create aworst-case scenario soon.
The well-known issue of falling revenues leads the list and sets the overall
context. Declines have been registered
steadily at most stations for the last 18
months or more — and that's before
factoring in the more precipitous
declines in advertising expected
from the current economic
downturn.
Meanwhile, audiences are at best
growing slowly
and for the
most part are
generally
flat or

declining.
Add to this
the disruptive
element of the
PPM's ongoing rollout
plus the tightening credit
market's squeeze on radio
owners' debt load, and you
have all the makings of alooming
crisis designed by Murphy himself.
This world-class pickle has been
noted even by the mainstream press, with
articles on the subject appearing recently
in the New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal, among others.
For my next trick ...
Can radio pull another rabbit out of its
hat to counteract this impending threat?
Let's look at the inventory of items
that might provide such magic and the
context in which they might exist.
First, it's critical to understand the
relationships of broadcast radio's two
new fronts on which to pursue growth:
HD Radio and the Internet. Unfortunately
they are quite different environments,
both from each other and to some extent
from radio's traditional business. This
means that a single, simplistic strategy
and business model — which worked
pretty well for radio over the past 50
years or so — cannot suitably serve the
industry going forward.
Next, let's not be overly dazzled by
the buzz about mobile broadband of late.
This is like the sleight of hand that takes
the viewer's attention away from where
the trick is actually taking place. The
glitz around radio applications for the
iPhone, G-1 and other devices make it is
easier than ever to think that it's all about
the platform, but it's not. The content is
still the thing that attracts audience, and
thereby grows revenues.
Yes, it's important to have astorefront

where the traffic is, but if
you're not selling what the
customer wants, all the
window shopping in
the world won't
fill the register.
And astore

of that may be due to lack of alternatives. A significant number of radio
listeners are poised for something
else, with much pent-up
demand — which makes the
buzz over new platforms
so much louder. As in
other recent matters,
American radio
audiences hope
for change.
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The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
new ideas flew in the face of common wisdom, but broadcasters' backs were against
the wall, and some of them took some
chances that ended up paying off big. The
stakes may be even higher today, but
the clock is moving faster, too.
Clearly, change is needed if
radio is to thrive in the years
ahead. These changes need
to take place on both
the business and
the programming
fronts,
with
new content
on traditional

with
multipie outlets
may do better overall by
emphasizing different products and
marketing techniques in
its different shops.
Further, the PPM should
eventually be a boon to most
radio stations, even if the news is
initially bad. Face it. In an era and
industry where technology rules,
shouldn't our most important metrics be
presented as accurately as possible? Sure,
Arbitron needs to get its demographics
right, like any statistically based business. But once that is done, broadcasters
need to take advantage of the much finer
grained — and realistic — tools that the
PPM will provide to tune their business
models. Educating the advertisers will
also be helpful, and broadcasters can play
akey role in this process.
Ultimately, we may look back and
conclude that the PPM came along at just
the right time to help save the industry.
Meanwhile, there is little audience
excitement over traditional radio content.
If anything, current attitudes are negative.
Yes, there are still listeners, but much

and emerging platforms
driving new revenue opportunities.
Improving bottom
lines have away of making the other clouds lurking
overhead ( like debt ceilings)
seem less foreboding.
Although it will be tempting to
do so, broadcasters shouldn't blame the
current economic crisis for all their poor
performance in the quarters ahead. For
radio, the causes run deeper. Nevertheless, these upcoming and perhaps
unprecedented economic challenges may
provide the crucible that forces the big
changes radio so desperately needs for its
long-term viability. Batten down the
hatches, and remember that what doesn't
kill you should make you stronger.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World..

Yet it
doesn't require a new
platform to provide such transformation. Broadcasters can implement new
formats on their existing
channels — yes, their
main on- air channels —
MARKET PLACE
today. Sure it's risky, but if
current trends continue, doing
nothing is the greater risk. Again,
improved measurement tools can
help minimize risk by providing
timely and accurate results, helping
Ka You Systems provides arange of servto fine tune the alterations.
ices for broadcast organizations, commercial
Don't be fooled; many broadcasters
radio and TV stations and government.
are still well equipped to do this, even
Ka You Communications is a "onethough they may have gotten abit
stop" source for Christian broadcasters,
rusty lately. Programmers should listen
religious organizations and universities.
to lots of Internet radio and see what's
Products include satellite space segment,
working there. Managers should be
uplink and downlink installation, uplink
open to new ideas, and if none are
amplifiers, up and down converters, satellite
forthcoming from current staff, be
encoders and modems and IPReady, an IPopen to the hiring of new people. As
based solution using a satellite platform
we've said here before, " Manage
powered by SES Americom and IDirect
Change or Change Managers."
Technologies to link to every transmitter
Remember, the moves that originalsite in the network.
ly made FM successful were taken
Info: www.kayoucommunications.com.
reluctantly, as well. At the time, those

Ka You Et Messages
From Above

anniversary and we're
celebrating by offering
you more protection on
the world's most reliable
:ransmitters. Buy anew
NV or NX transmitter in
2009 and receive afive-year warranty.
'Expect more. Vore warranty, more support through
or new Quincy office and Vemphis quick-ship
parts depot. Plus more peace of mind.

ee what more looks like at
utel.corn/expectrnore/
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What Will Obama Mean for Christian Radio?

aim 41%.%
efç

That Question Will Be a Major Backdrop
As the NRB2009 Show Opens in Nashville
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When the National Religious Broadcasters holds the Opening General
Session of its 2009 convention in
Nashville on Feb. 7, the new U.S. president, Barack Obama, will have been in
office for just 18 days. After eight years
of a Republican administration and, for
the most part, Republican Congress,
NRB officials say they don't know quite
what to expect.
"We're trying to be cautiously observant right now," said Craig Parshall,
NRB senior vice president and general
counsel, "and take in as much information as we can about the direction of the
new White House administration as well
as the new configuration of the
Congress."
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Blog headlines like 'Christian Radio in Jeopardy Under Obama' capture a sentiment expressed
by NRB officials. The Matthew 25 Network political action committee took a supportive tack.
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Exclusive: New Pro-Obama Ad
Debuts on Christian Radio: Celled
"Source of Hope"
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Christian Radio

Sea change?
Parshall pointed particularly at changes
at the FCC. "That also means anew chairmancy of the Federal Communications
Commission," where in addition to a

l

Who: "The annual Convention &
Exposition is the largest nationally and
internationally recognized event dedicated solely to assist those in the field of
Christian communications. The dynamic
Exposition consists of over 300 companies and is an active marketplace for
those seeking tools and services to
expand their ministries."
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When: Feb. 7-10

How much: Members $525/$625, Non-members $670/$770; Exposition
$200/$250 (rates increase Jan. 23)

Gaylord Opryland
000

What: NRB2009

Where: Gaylord Opryland Resort &
Convention Center, Nashville, Tenn.
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by Craig Johnston
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Don't take a chance with your timing
needs. Trust the name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over
35 years ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WNW, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable,
perfect time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world- class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.
142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136
Fax: ( 310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

ESE

Democratic chairman there will be a3-2
Democratic majority supplanting the
majority Republicans have enjoyed during Bush's terms.
"That means alot of things in the hopper that haven't been decided yet are
going to be brought up again with anew
perspective," he said. "We're fairly certain that we're going to see amajor sea
change in terms of the increase of threats,
either expressed or implied, to the freedom of Christian broadcasters to broadcast opinions and viewpoints freely.
"I say that because Democrat leadership for the last year, particularly the
more liberal wing of the Democrat
Party, has been calling for reinstitution
of the Fairness Doctrine. We believe
that would be a major federal power
grab, wresting programming control out
of the hands of broadcasters and putting
it in the hands of federal bureaucrats."
Parshall said the Fairness Doctrine
"is not the only danger that we see, or
even the major danger." He pointed to
media ownership regulations and public
interest obligations as examples.
"And then, of course, there's something that's not necessarily broadcasting
in nature, but it's ageneral free speech
issue for all Christian communicators,
and that is almost certainly a desire of
See NRB, page 22

RoadWarrior LC is anew full-duplex,
two channel (Program & talkback) audio
codec. Its new design, robust, compact
and with aflat control surface, prevents
accidental damage to the controls and makes it easier
to use. It is aportable audio codec with all Suprima
functionality built in.

eeitsettetkevzZem, Le

•IP/ISDN
•2-channel input mixer with line/mic levels and
phantom power
•Lightweight & rugged design
•Can be controlled remotely from its web page

Saratoga
•Includes LAN, ISDN, U & ST, and X.21
interfaces Standard
•Auto backup to ISDN from IP or X21
•Built in Web Browser for control and
monitor from remote location
•Comes fully loaded with every available
algorithm included

Rear panel of Road Warrior LC

TM

MUSICAM USATM

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 LSA
732-739- 5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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Continued from page 20

the new Congress and president, to see
creation of federal hate-crimes legislation, which we believe would quickly
become ahate-speech regulation, depriving Christian communicators of their
First Amendment rights."
Parshall reported that NRB members
are doing more than just playing defense.
"We've been working with Rep. Mike
Pence, Republican of Indiana, on his
Broadcaster Freedom Act," which would
"preempt the FCC from ever reinstating
the Fairness Doctrine." But he said that
"liberal leadership in the House has not
allowed so much as a floor vote, up or
down, on that bill."
Asked whether he thought Presidentelect Obama would sign such a bill,
Parshall noted that an Obama campaign
staffer made astatement to abroadcasting
trade publication that Obama is not interested in reinstating the Fairness Doctrine.
"But in the same breath, he is interested

January 14, 2009
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in seeing adiversity of opinion on the airwaves. Well, that's an interesting coupling,
because diversity of opinion on the airwaves is the justification used for creation
of the Fairness Doctrine in the first place."
Perilous times
Parshall said that NRB broadcasters
are feeling the same economic pinch as
broadcasters in general, but that because
many broadcast members of NRB are
non-commercial stations and networks, it
hits them in aslightly different fashion.
"When the public perceives that we
are in perilous economic times and they
pull in the belt, cut down on their giving,
that has a direct impact on Christian
radio and television ministries. So it's
been astruggle."
He said he wouldn't term the reduction
in giving a "catastrophe," but "we don't
know of any radio or television ministry
that hasn't taken along, hard look at their
budgets for 2009, and are routinely making
cuts in staff, in equipment, in capital investment and programming, and so forth."
At this point however, NRB doesn't
see this cutting making much of adent in

to the Las Vegas Convention Center.
"We acquired 10 units to enable us to
record sessions simultaneously in each
of our 10 conference rooms," Calvert
told Sony. "We linked them directly to
individual mixing boards and ran them
throughout each session, where our
guest speakers addressed groups ranging in size from 25 to 400." Organizers
logged about 100 hours of content.
Engineer Richard Weiland then downloaded content to portable hard drives.
Calvert said aparticularly useful feature was the five-second pre-recording
buffer. Calvert said lectures may be
posted on the Web or released as aCD
boxed set or MP3s for iPods....
When Motor Racing Network
Radio relocated studio facilities from
Daytona Beach, Ha., to Concord, N.C.,
it installed Tannoy Reveal monitors
throughout the multi-room facility.

WVTF Public Radio in Roanoke,
Va., is using a Wheatstone E Square
System to equip a new studio in
Charlottesville, Va. The system
includes a 16 fader E6 Control Surface,
one Model 88e Mix Engine Square, one
88a Analog I/O Square and one 88d
Digital I/O Square. The Squares form a
Gigabit Ethernet connected audio network under the control of the E6
Surface.
A Wheatstone "Glass-E" virtual console software application will allow
Chief Engineer Paxton Durham to control the Charlottesville studio E6 from
Roanoke.
Separately, Wheatstone
said ABC News Radio in
Washington is expanding its
existing network. It consists
of G4 and G3 control surfaces and Bridge Satellite
frames, and will include a
larger central Bridge router.
This adds a48 x48 input/
output matrix in ABC's
Technical Center; it also provides redundant CPUs for
the entire system, the company said....
Rick Calvert used Sony
Monitoring in MRN's four audio edit
PCM-D50 digital recorders
suites is done on Tannoy Reveal 6Ds.
to archive the sessions of the
MRN crew provides coverage of
NASCAR races to 700 radio stations
and produces content for Sirius
Satellite's NASCAR channel.
MRN's Chief Engineer Doug
Watson and staff built two large, identical control rooms and four audio edit
suites for MRN Radio broadcasting and
three video editing rooms for Nextel
Vision, a division of MRN that provides trackside on- screen entertainBlog World Conference principal
ment. They used Tannoy Reveal 6D
Rick Calvert, right, talks with
and
Reveal 5A studio reference moniblogger Jeremy Pepper.
tors purchased through CrouseBlogWorld & New Media Expo. Ten
Kimzey.
recorders were used. The second annual
Send news of notable projects and
event attracted more than 100 exhibitors purchases to radioworldenbmedia.com.

Opening Session
The opening session of the NRB convention is
Saturday, Feb. 7at 7p.m.
Speaking will be Anne Graham Lotz, second
daughter of Billy and Ruth Graham. She's the founder
of AnGeL Ministries, anon-profit that seeks to spread
messages of biblical exposition through her speaking,
tapes and books; and she produces daily radio spots
called "Daily Light for Daily Living." In 2000 she
launched "Just Give Me Jesus," a series of revivals
for women.
Also speaking is Alistair Begg of
the radio program "Truth for Life"
and Parkside Church in Cleveland.
He was in pastoral ministry for
eight years in Scotland following
graduation from The London
School of Theology, and has spent
24 years at Parkside Church in suburban Cleveland.
Music at the opening session will
be by the group Salvador.
Alistair Begg

its convention attendance.
"I think we're encouraged at this
time," said David Keith, NRB vice president of the operations division. " Based
on the registration numbers and some of
the early measurements we have as far as
the lodging side, that seems to be tracking well based on past years.
"I think the convention itself has always
been one of those must-attend events for
our members. It's critical for them to be
here, to participate and work on their partnerships, networking and doing business
... even in this state of the economy."
The NRB convention has averaged
about 6,000 attendees in recent years and
will feature about 300 exhibitors this time.
Keith said one topic that has always
been akey interest of NRB attendees has
been donor management.
"Fund raising has always been apriority, and we're looking at that again," he
said. Some of those educational sessions
have been tailored specifically for "what
do you do in this economy, what that

may mean for a member working with
their donor base."
Keeping members up to date with the
latest developments on the Internet has
been afocus of the convention in recent
years. In addition to sessions devoted
specifically to the Internet, Keith said it
plays such an important part of almost
everything NRB members do that the
Internet has become apart of almost all
conference sessions.
"I think some of the mobile media
issues will continue to take the forefront,
people expanding their message, and on
the technical side we'll see where there
have been advances in this area."
NRB has given some session time to a
Tech Lab, which takes place on the show
floor. In these sessions, exhibitors have
the opportunity to present case studies on
the use of their products. Keith said Tech
Labs give attendees an opportunity to see
"how some others are using their products, advancing their own ministries or
media ministries."

e

Exhibit Sampler
Here's a sampling of exhibitors that will participate in NRB2009, focusing on
hardware and equipment suppliers. For the full list visit www.nrbconvention.org.
615 Music
Adobe Systems
Anton/Bauer Inc.
Armstrong Transmitter
ATCi
Audemat
AudioScience, Inc.
BGS (Broadcasters General Store)
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Software International
Clear Channel Satellite Services
Comrex Corporation
Continental Electronics
Crawford Communications Inc.
Dielectric
Disc Makers
Electronics Research Inc.
(ERI)
ENCO Systems
FirstCom Music
Harris Corp.
Jampro Antennas
LEA International
LeSEA Broadcasting
Mainesource, Inc.
Microboards Technology
Nautel
NewTek Inc.

OMB America
Propagation Systems Inc.-PSI
PTEK
RF Specialties Group
Radio Traffic.com/Radio Weather.com
RCS
Sabre Towers and Poles
SCMS Inc.
Shively Labs
Sky Angel US
Sony Electronics
Superior Broadcast Products
Trilithic

Minimize downtime or get up
and running faster!
www.bird-technologies.com,/ tpm/scms
Enables Broadcasters in-situ power
measurement to ensure regulatory
compliance and to monitor for system
degradation.
Never take your system down.
Industry First! In- line and on
site calibration.
Combine accurate power measurement
with calibrated coupling ports in the same
component!

www. bird.technologies.com/sh/scms
Enables any level of technician to easily verify systen
installation. monitor sites for system degradation. or
troubleshoot system failures.
Made in the USA to conform to
drop/splash neitary specification.
Perform your spectrum
seep at twice the speed!

Get 40°0 longer battery
when in the teld.

Troubleshoot your system with 50%
greater fault location resoution.

- Rea
TECHNOLOGIES GROUP

Contact SCMS 1.800.438.3040 www.SCMSinc.com

30303 Aurora Road

Mid- South: 877:391.2650

South- Atlantic: 770.632.1295

Solon. OH :44139

Central: 731.6915.1714

South-West: 210.775.2725

West Coast: 866.673.9267

North Central: 513.376.8600

Mid- West: 513.599.3036

Pro Audio: 877.640.8205

North East: 315.623.7655

Lat'n America: 760.650.1421

240.248.1200

868.695.4569
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WIRED

FOR SOUND

flexible digital video cable to hook up the
guitar at around 16 pF/ft (and unbelievable
overkill in bandwidth) you could only go
slightly over 5 feet before you are 1dB
down at 20 kHz. And most cable for guitars
therefore, have a "mellow" sound. Those
is all PVC, around 50 pF/ft, so we're at a
guitars with single pickups are much
foot and ahalf!
"brighter." And this effect occurs even
But guitars certainly don't produce notes
though the highest note on aguitar is only
at 20 kHz or even close. At the highest frearound 1300 Hertz.
This noise problem is exacerbated by
quency of the guitar with the most frets (24
frets above E4)would be afrequency of
the fact that the cable attached is unbalonly 1319 Hz. Icalculate those — 1dB disanced, just a single shielded conductor.
tances at that low frequency to be 206 feet
Such acable has no way to reject electrowith the 16 pF/ft flexible video cable and
magnetic interference as abalanced-line
twisted pair can. So essentially you have a 25 feet with the cheap 50 pF/ft cable. These
long antenna feeding EMI and RFI into the
calculations ignore any harmonics of the
highest note. I'm sure they
make a difference in the
30 pF/ft (98 pF/m)
50 pF/ft ( 164 pF/m)
"tone" although I am
unaware of anyone who has
2703 ft ( 824 m)
1622 ft ( 495 m)
done filter tests to see just
812 ft ( 248 m)
1353 ft ( 413 m)
how these harmonics might
add to the sound. As long as
541 ft ( 165 m)
901 ft ( 275 m)
the cheap cables aren't
longer than 25 feet there
135 ft (41.2 m)
225 ft ( 68.6 m)
isn't much of aproblem.
So why don't they sim135 ft ( 41.2 m)
81 ft ( 24.7 m)
ply convert that pickup to
14 ft ( 4.3 m)
8ft ( 2.4 m)
low impedance and a balanced line? Well, they did
2.7 ft ( 82 cm)
1.6 ft ( 49 cm)
back in the late '60s, XLR
connector and all. And the
pickup and into the guitar amplifier at the
result? Everyone hated the sound. Ihave
other end.
never heard a "flat response" pickup but I
Due to the dimensions of aguitar and
am sure it would sound brighter than a
sunrise. Of course, that doesn't mean we
the need to keep cost reasonable, humbucking pickups are very high impedance,
couldn't still run a balanced line on an
existing guitar except that it would
generally around 50 k-ohm or so. If you've
been following my columns, you might
require a50 k-ohm transformer to balance
recall my ranting and raving about "source
the line at the guitar end and another at
the amp end.
impedance." At audio frequencies, the
source impedance of any device (together
Steve Lampen has workedfor Belden for
with the capacitance of the cable) deter16 years; he is its multimedia technology
mines how far you can go before you have
manager. His book " The Audio- Video
measurable loss.
Cable Installer's Pocket Guide" is pubThe table shows the "source impedance"
lished by McGraw-Hill. Past articles are
chart. But look at that last low. There's the
archived at radioworld.com under
50 k-ohm guitar pickup. Even if you used
ColuitinA.

The Truth About Guitar Cable
by Steve Lampen
So what does guitar cable have to do
with radio broadcasting? Well, not much,
except that it's agood example of asystem
where the cable used can be amajor component in how that instrument sounds.
Of course, most cable you use is supposed to "disappear" — to have no effect at
all.
But you know that's not true. There's
resistance and capacitance; and if you get
into the megahertz, you have
to deal with impedance, and
Source Z
impedance matching, and
transmission lines. All of
50 ohm
these affect the signal on your
100 ohm
cable. But nowhere, in no other equipment, is the effect of
150 ohm
the cable as pronounced as it
is on aguitar.
600 ohm
The first reason is the
nature of the pickup on an
1k- ohm
electric guitar. It's amagnetic
10 k- ohm
pickup, essentially acoil of
wire whose magnetic field is
50 k- ohm
interrupted by the metal
string. That's why you can't
have an electric guitar with nylon strings,
like those used on aclassical guitar. And
the sounds of metal strings vs. nylon (or,
originally, cat gut) are very different That
metal- string response is that sound we
instantly recognize as an "electric guitar."
Those magnetic pickups, however, are

really wonderful antennas, picking up stray
magnetic fields from everywhere.
The first big breakthrough was the
"humbucking" pickup invented by Seth
Lover at Gibson guitars in the early 1950s.
It essentially uses two coils, wired in series.
The string passes through both fields and is
reproduced. A stray magnetic field is
picked up by both coils, but because they
are wired in series one signal will be out of
phase to the other, when they are connected
together, any noise will cancel out. Only
15 pF/ft (49 pF/m)

20 pF/tt (66 pF/m)

5406 ft ( 1648 m)

4055 ft ( 1236 m)

2707 ft ( 825 m)

2030 tt ( 619 m)

1873 ft ( 571 m)

1352 ft ( 412 m)

451 ft ( 138 m)

338 ft ( 103 m)

271 ft ( 82.6 m)

203 ft ( 61.9 m)

27 ft ( 8.2 m)

20 ft ( 6.1 m)

5.4 ft ( 165 cm)

4ft ( 122 cm)

the vibrations of the string are heard.
The response of adual "humbucking"
pickup further colors the sound, especially
at high frequencies. The wavelength of
these high notes approaches the distance
between the pickups and begins to cancel
out. Guitars with humbucking pickups,
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How to Stretch
Your NEC

Visit:
www.myrwmag.com
Experience the benefits and extra
features that digital has to offer!
•No more waiting for your issues to arrive in the mail!
•Interactive content and reader experience
•Keyword search of current and archived issues
•No software to download
•Access issues from any computer via internet
•A green alternative to the printed version

"Basic
NEC With
Broadcast
Applications" is anew book by J.L. Smith,
published by Focal Press and the SBE.
The book, retailing for $99.95, addresses computer modeling of MF directional
broadcast antennas and delves into the
strengths and limitations of the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code. Smith discusses
fundamentals of NEC operation, teaches
broadcast applications and shows the reader how to use NEC-2to model non-radiating networks, verify calculations, denim
unused towers, design top-loaded and
skirted antennas and minimize coding by
moving and duplicating structures.
The accompanying CD includes a
modified version of NEC-2, programs for
geometry viewing and pattern plotting, as
well as the author's post processing programs to convert target field ratios to
base drive voltages and to verify the
integrity of the NEC-2analysis. Concepts
discussed here apply to analysis generated by NEC-2, NEC-4, MININEC and
other method of moments computer programs.
The author, who has degrees in
physics and engineering, began his career

in broadcasting at KTRH(AM) in
Houston in 1946; later he joined Collins
Radio Company, where he rose to
become head of R&D and manager of
broadcast systems engineering. He filed
the first petition advocating automatic
unattended operation of FM broadcast
and has been active in international
broadcasting issues.
Info: www.focalpress.com.

Viero Enhances
Public Inspection
File
The Viero Solutions Suite is expanding its ePIF module into television.
Already used by radio broadcasters,
Viero's ePIF module handles abroadcaster's Public Inspection File.
The module will handle a range of
operations from making FCC documentation publicly available to reminding station management of scheduled renewals
and filings.
"There has been atremendous amount
of concern revolving around new FCC
requirements related to record keeping
and the associated costs... We saw adefinite need for acost-effective solution,"
said Sharon Blankenship, president/CEO
of LAN International, developer of the
Viero Suite.
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Steve Tuzeneu joined WAY- FM Media
Group as corporate staff engineer. He fills
avacancy left in part by Morgan Grammer.
Tuzeneu will be responsible for six
Colorado broadcast properties and the company's Denver studios and uplink facility.
He will assist Jim Turvaville, corporate
director of engineering, in engineering duties
and Kevin Mullenix, corporate IT director,
with networking projects. He will be based
at the corporate office in Colorado Springs.
Tuzeneu was with Great Plains Christian
Radio in Abilene, Kan., and for 16 years
prior al Blount Communications.
Warning Systems named Patrick
Gannon as president and COO. Its CEO
Dr. Thomas ''Pat" Hardeman added the
responsibilities of vice chairman of the
board Gannon was president and CEO of
OASIS, anot-for-profit consortium that
develops open standards for the global
information society. He also served on the
board for OASIS, which is home to standards such as OpenDocument, ebXML,
WS-Security, and the Common Alerting
Protocol (CAP).
AccuWeather said Conrad C.
Lautenbacher Jr., former NOAA administrator and aretired vice admiral in the U.S.
Navy, was elected to its board.
Lautenbacher for seven years was undersecretary of commerce for oceans and
atmosphere and administrator of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
Radiolicious named T.J. Lambert as
executive vice president and chief operating officer. Lambert is former ABC Radio
Networks SVP affiliate relations.
Ralolicious is anative iPhone application
available through the iTunes App Store. He
will be responsible for its efforts in scouring radio stations, networks and content
providers looking to
11 expand their digital
distribution.
Lambert
has
worked on the air in
radio and television
and done sales and
general management
work at the station
and network levels.
T.J. Lambert

He worked for DrakeChenault
Radio
Consultants and helped direct its merger
with Jones Satellite Network. He joined
ABC Radio Networks in 1993.
Envision Radio Networks named Tim
Kelly as its VP/GM. He will be based at its
new Cleveland headquarters.
Kelly was with the Elyria- Lorain
Broadcasting Company for 13 years,
most recently as corporate director of operations and market manager for its
Sandusky, Ohio cluster. He also is chairman of The Conclave Learning Conference
and retains that role.
NAB hired Christina Vergara in its
Conventions and Business Operations
department as director of convention edu-
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cation. She will work with NAB's educabeen at Middle Atlantic since 2002, serving
worked for ABC, Clear Channel, Entercom
tional partners on the execution of conferas communications coordinator, channel
and Jacor, among others, as anational sales
ence programming related to the NAB
marketing coordinator and marketing assomanager, general sales manager, general
Show. She joins NAB from
ciate.
manager and market manager.
the National Association of
Klotz Digital appointed Trevor
Harman Professional promoted Bill
Television
Program
Spielmann sales manager for
Raimondi from market development manExecutives (NATPE).
Europe. He came from DVC,
ager, Crown Audio to group-wide director,
Troy Hanson, PD of
Digitalvideo Computing GmbH,
sales U.S. distribution/strategic accounts.
Cromwell
Radio's
where he served as sales manager.
Crown Audio announced the appointWBUZ(FM), was promotPrevious experience includes workment of Vincent Tan to as business develed to operations manager
ing for Warner Music
oper for the Asia region. He
concurrent with the launch
Manufacturing Europe
will report to Director of
of
WPRT(FM)
and
GmbH, where he was
Marketing for Installed Sound
charged with programming
responsible for the acquiBrian Divine. Tan was an engiTrevor Spielmann
responsibilities for the pop
sition, budgeting and leadneering manager for Spectrum
CHR format resurrecting that station's foring of DVD feature film projects
Conferencing Pte Ltd. and IT
mer party moniker.
for NewLine Cinema and Warner
manager for Electronics &
As part of an expansion and reorganizaHome Video.
Engineering Pte Ltd.
tion of its marketing department, Rebeca
HipCricket appointed Kevin
Send news of promotions,
Trautner was named public relations manMcCarthy to lead its broadcast
hires and career moves to
Vincent Tan
ager for Middle Atlantic Products. She has
sales efforts. McCarthy has
radioworldenbmedia.com.

Radio Automation Reinvented

9 Ways To Save Time And Money in 2009

To view the all- new, fully customizable Google Radio Automation,
rich in features that can improve your bottom line in 2009,
visit www.google.com/radioautomation.
Or call us at ( 866) 876-4022 to find out more.
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REPORT

most popular programming. The incessant and lengthy interruptions for storm
warnings are considerably vexing to the
listener, especially when aweather event
on the western edge of our large state disrupts programming for listeners on the
eastern side. Or vice-versa.
While the ATM can integrate with
automation systems and other devices for
automatic use, we implement it in adiscretionary capacity. This gives the operator
the most control of when and how to use it.
Once we decided on how we wanted to
use the ATM, installation was fairly easy.
The ATM's AES outputs are connected to
adigital input on our console, and aprefader bus send routed to the ATM's input.
The console operator can choose any
source on the console to feed the ATM,
from real-time satellite feeds to programs
played out from our audio server.
For easy command of the unit, the
ATM's GPIO interface is connected to
the GPIO of our console's control surface, and operated from the Fader
Start/Stop controls on the ATM's console
strip. To make it easier for multiple start
and buffer events, the Fader Stop relay
closure starts the ATM's "record" buffering mode, and the Fader Start relay closure triggers ATM playback.

ATM Is aFriend in Any Weather
Duchesneau Finds That Putting Programs Into the Time Warp Is Easy
by James Duchesneau
Production Coordinator
NET Radio
LINCOLN, Neb. The 25- Seven
Systems Audio Time Manager is a
unique, TiVo-like device that can continuously record an hour's worth of audio,
and simultaneously play back from any
point in that buffer. It can play back in
real time, or faster than real time using
time compression algorithms that are
almost inaudible to even acareful listener.
ATM lets us "pause" the network or
other live feeds, insert content, then pick
up where we left off without losing anything. ATM's remote control options
make integration so simple that it's practically an extension of our audio console.
Pleasant surprises
When NET Radio, aNebraska-based
public radio broadcaster, originally considered the Audio Time Manager, the suggestion was to use it to compensate for programming lost during Emergency Alert
System tests and events. We were surprised
with the performance and audio quality of
the ATM during the demo, and agreed to
put it in our budget for the next year.
While covering EAS events was the
initial impetus, ATM provided us with the
solution to a bigger and more chronic
problem: Severe Weather Warnings.
On the northern edge of Tornado
Alley, Nebraska can see severe thunderstorm activity on any given afternoon
between May and September. Since NET
Radio has nine transmitters and six translators serving 91 of Nebraska's 93 counties, we have alot of ground to cover for
storm warnings. The prime hours of these
storms just happen to coincide with our

Simple operation
When the ATM is needed, the operator
routes the source to be buffered to the
ATM's bus. Then the operator simply
presses the Fader Stop button on the
ATM's console channel strip to start
buffering the routed source.
The original source is potted down.
The necessary announcement is made
and the operator pots up the ATM's channel fader. The Fader Start triggers the
ATM playback. With this fader control
setup, if the operator needs to make
another announcement before the ATM is
back in real-time sync, the operator can
pot down the ATM's fader, and resume

The author and the 25-Seven ATM in its rack at NET Radio.

See 25-SEVEN, page 29
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The service times change during the year,
but churches want the broadcast to be at the
same time, so their parishioners would
always know when to listen.
When recording church services, we use
another useful feature of iMediaLogger. We
split the services into 20-minute segments.

REPORT

iMediaLogger Does the Splits
Makes Program and Commercial Management
Easier for Minnesota Valley Broadcasting
by Scott Schmeling
Chief Engineer
Minnesota Valley Broadcasting
MANI(ATO, Minn. Radio Mankato is
a division ot Minnesota Valley
Broadcasting in Mankato, Minn. We operate seven radio stations (both AM and FM)
from our studios here. Early last year, we
installed the iMediaTouch system from
OMT Technologies for our stations.
One of the central elements of the
iMediaTouch system is the iMediaLogger.
Simply stated, it records things. That is,
indeed, an oversimplification.
Daily duties
Day in and day out, we put the Logger
through its paces. We use it for logging
(continuous recording of various dayparts)
of some stations. Using these files, we can
produce " Best of' programs to run on
weekends or holidays. In the future, we
may also make podcasts available. We do

sure is received, the file stops recording,
iMediaLogger
waits the length of the net-

skimming ( recording when the mic is
turned on) of some stations as well. These
audio files can be used by the program
director and/or consultant for critiquing and
making our stations, and everyone's shows,
better.
KTOE is our full-service AM. As such,
lots of programs are carried that arrive from
various sources. A total of 12 inputs was
too limiting, so in addition to the MOTU
12- input audio interface we installed a
Broadcast Tools 16.4 audio switcher/router.
That combination gives atotal of 24 audio
sources (the four outputs of the 16.4 go to
four inputs of the MOTU). In addition, the
Broadcast Tools switcher provides arelay
input/output interface.
KTOE is an ABC Information News
affiliate. We record the top of the hour
news every hour — in case we need it. We
also record the "Paul Harvey News" prefeed for broadcast at noon. The relay closures from ABC are wired to the Broadcast
Tools switcher. When the "local break" dow.L4.1A1
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Keep Air Clean, Seamless With 6100
The AirTools 6100 broadcast audio delay from Symetrix is an HD-compatible,
24-bit digital delay unit for live broadcast that prevents unwanted profanity or

comments from reaching the airwaves. It offers up to 40 seconds of user-definable
delay at 20 kHz range of stereo bandwidth.
When the show begins, press start. The AirTools begins digitally time-stretching
the program and creating the reaction window you specify. Then push abutton on
the unit or aremote control panel to edit unwanted or offensive content. User
select the splicing algorithm for music, spoken word or mixed programming.
A Cough function prevents unwanted noises or necessary breaks from reaching
the air. The RC-6000, adesktop remote providing remote status and control over
critical functions, also is available.
Features include digital audio I/O, support for adual window TC89 time code
display and RS-232 or RS-485 remote control.
For more information, including pricing, contact Symetrix at (425)778-7728 or
visit www.symetrixaudio.com.
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OMT iMediaLogger Main Screen
work PSA, then starts recording again. The
result is that Paul Harvey's news is contained in two files. We schedule our local
sponsor's ad between them. It works flawlessly and runs smooth as silk.
We do the same with various satellite fed
programs such as Bruce Williams, Dr. Laura
and Kim Komando, to name afew. In addition to receiving relay closures from the various satellite receivers, with the Broadcast
Tools switcher in the system iMediaLogger
can also send relay closures to our satellite
receiver controller to switch the receiver to a
different program automatically.
Timeshifting
We automatically record our local
weather forecast complete with current
temperature (fed by another satellite). So
even at night, when nobody's home, we
have the current weather and temperature
for our listeners.
Last, but certainly not least, we record
three local church services every Sunday.

The service records into three consecutive
files. Since the files are not available for
play until after they have finished recording, splitting the service allows us to begin
broadcast before the service is actually finished recording.
If you asked me about the manual I'd
probably say, "What manual?" There is a
manual, but you don't need it. Most of the
screens are self-explanatory. Once you
define the feed it's just amatter of scheduling it. Once scheduled, it runs. The
iMediaLogger is running all the time, 24/7.
It runs its schedule, records the needed
audio and drops the files on the server for
the next time it's needed.
Ican't imagine being able to carry the
programs we do when we do — unattended
—
without
the
iMediaTouch
iMediaLogger. It's an integral part that
makes the magic happen.
For information, contact OMT
Technologies at (204) 786-3994 or visit
www.imediatouch.com.
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25-Seven
Continued from page 26

buffering seamlessly.
The operator has the option of adjusting the in point for the buffered audio
with agreat cue function. So, even if the
operator started recording the buffer alittle late, aquick cue from the ATMs front
panel can recover the missed audio.
The time compression rate can be controlled by the operator as either arate of
minutes per hour, or adjusted to resume
real-time playback at aspecific time. This
allows an operator to regain time and be
confident to hit aspecific time mark, or
adjust the compression to suit the program. We typically have the compression
set to 10 percent (six minutes/hour), but
can accelerate it to our in-house maximum of 20 percent ( 12 minutes/hour) for
some material. We can also set the compression to 0 minutes/hour to provide a
straight delay when we need to just timeshift aprogram.

TECH
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Rear Panel of the 25-Seven ATM
While weather warning breaks are the
predominant use of our ATM, we've used
it to lengthen local news breaks to
accommodate longer local inserts, create
more pitching opportunities during membership drives, and to time- shift entire
programs.
We have the ATM connected to our
LAN for NTP time synchronization.

Ishould also mention the occasional
software update from 25-Seven Systems.
The software update process is easy. We
just forward aport through our firewall,
so 25-Seven Systems can login via SSH,
and then they have access to the ATM
over the network. LAN utilities also
include a browser-based Web GUI for
remote operation.

Audio Time Manager has improved
our service to our listeners. The ATM has
enabled us to get critical information to
our audience without sacrificing program
content.
For more information, contact 25Seven Systems at (617) 789-4673, or visit
www.25-seven.com..

YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF
CREATING PROBLEMS JUST
TO USE OU

UPDATES

AudioScience
Card Verifies/Logs
The AudioScience ASI8921 professional PCI tuner adapter for
AM/FM radio broadcast audio monitoring and auditing features a halflength PCI card, RBDS/RDS metadata monitoring and software-selectable
AM and FM de- emphasis using
AudioScience's ASIControl application.
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The ASI8921 can hold two modules and each module can hold up to
four individually controlled tuners
for up to eight different channels of
AM or FM signal received and
recorded simultaneously from a single F connector antenna input.
Additionally, modules can be ordered
with MCX external antenna jacks.
A mini 50- pin connector makes
available either the mono or stereo
audio of each tuner output. Tuner 1is
sourced from a software-controlled
MUX using ASIControl, and may be
programmed to output tuners I
through 8.
Additional features include
AudioScience's MRX technology
allowing each stream to have an independent sample rate of between 8
kHz and 48 kHz, recording formats
of PCM, MPEG Layer II and MP3,
and up to eight adapters can be
placed in one system. Windows
XP/Server 2003/Vista and Linux
drivers are available.
For information, contact AudioScience at (302) 324-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.com.
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...but don't make problems. There are plenty of them to go
around. And Henry is there to help you get them solved.

Minipods: Compact stereo headphone amplifier for single or
multi listener systems. Use with or without I'vlultiPhones II
master unit.

SixMix: USB Broadcast Console is afull- featured professional
radio station audio mixer. It's designed for live broadcasting as
well as recording, editing, remotes, and other production tasks.

The Matchbox HD: Rack- mountable Matrhbor.: HD is the new
high performance version of the industry's most popular
analog level and impedance converter.

AutoSwitch: Multi- purpose stereo audio switcher and silence

USB Matchbox: An

sensor. Switches to backup audio if your main audio source
fails. It can also be used to manually select between two

audio codec. Uses Burr- Brown 8X oversampled ADC/DAC with
superb audio performance.

stereo audio sources.
Multiphones II: Multi user distributed headphones system
with Zoned Talkback. Multiple " Guest Pod" listening stations
can be daisy- chained with cat5 cable.

ultra

high

performance

USB to XLR

Superelay: Multi circuit controller for any application where
multiple circuits, including AC line voltage, need to be
switched simultaneously. Ideal for controlling ON T
HE AIR
warning lights, muting monitor speakers, etc.

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FIINCTIONAI

RFI.IAR( F AFFORIIARt F.

Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Hienry's solutions!
HENRY

I.

ENGINEERING

Mom
Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 9:024 USA • T: 626.355.3656. F: 626.355.0077 • ematInfo@hentyeng.com
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Netia Media Logging Works

Eventide BD600E Adds Local Content

With Radio and TV

Eventide's BD600E Broadcast Obscenity Delay allows over a minute of local
content to be added to abroadcast feed. The program is then time-compressed to
make room for the additional material it. This may be combined with the traditional
obscenity delay operation.

Netia's Media Logging, which is integrated in the Radio-Assist and Manreo ranges,
meets what the company describes as increasing demand for mixed audio and video
digital monitoring, from recording afew channels to multinational solutions for monitoring hundreds of radio and television stations.

ACQUISITION

TRANSCODIN4

a Automatic Nquoition of Vid.
a Automatic acquisition of Au.,
a Automatic acquisition of News

It is often desirable to be able to add extra audio material to anetwork or satellite
feed, or to afixed length recording. This material may range from astation break to a
minute or more of other local content.
To perform this operation the Insert remote control feature must be activated. The
broadcast program material is then saved in the BD600E's delay memory while the
inserted local content is fed out into the broadcast stream.
The user then hits the BD600E's Ramp To Zero button, causing the saved audio in
the delay to be played out at slightly faster than normal speed without pitch change.
making time for the material you added. Once the delay is empty, the unit returns to
normal live operation.
This operation may be repeated as often as desired, as long as the delay is emptied
(ramped to zero) by program end. To help this, the Ramp To Zero operation can be
programmed to occur automatically.
Typically, several minutes per hour of new material may be added without audible
degradation, with amaximum of 80 seconds of saved material at any time; the current amount is displayed on the front panel.
For information, contact Eventide at (201) 641-1200 or visit www.eventide.com.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
Get Four Copy Today.'
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The mixed audio/video digital monitoring solution helps radio and TV professionals
comply with legal requirements, keep an eye on competition or find asound track or
video, as well as those needing to record alarge number of audio and video signals:
transport operators, supervisory authorities, government agencies, the print media, etc.
The modular design allows setup of advanced infrastructures to record content from
several sites, centralize recorded content and view multiple content sites. The integration with Netia's Radio-Assist and Manreo provides the benefits of digital, eliminates
wear on equipment and media, and lowers operating and storage costs due to automatic purging and the use of MPEG-4 compression.
For information, contact Netia at (866) 359-7540 or visit www.netia.net.

rFREE 2009 PROMOTIONAL CALENDAR
1,0

Our helpful single- page calendar contains nearly
r„ ,..511 o
lyliday promotions, seasonal celebrations,
and special sales opportunities in 2009!

Wegener iPump 6420 Offers
ShowShifting for Bandwidth Savings

Call Toll-free: 1-888-472-2388 -orEmail: calendarggracebroadcast.com
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and ‘% e' II send you acopy by reply email or regular mail.
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Feb. 21-28 is FFA WEEK
Give your advertisers
a chance to salute
your local FFA members
all month long!

SELL our fully produced
I«wenty-one sixty-second
featurettes!
:30- sec.
vignettes you can sell,
FREE DEMO!
available now.
Full Details
visit GraceBroadcast.com

Details, free demo:
GRACEBRoAncAsT.com
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FREE DEMOS & INFO
www.gracebroadcast.cou
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SELL, AND
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WISHFUL,
THINKING

*111- WON TINCREASE
3
6)YOUR BILLING....
lit' ...but market -exclusive
0•"

SAO &OSIERS WILL!

Writer Safety Tips • Black History Month
Don't Drink 8. Drive • Valentine's Day • MORE!
featurettes for Holidays/Seasonal Celebrations
CALL TOLL- FREE 1-888-472-2388

FREE

DEMOS/INFO at gracebroadcast.com

'TTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers For information on affordable
advertising call David at 615-776-1359 or email carson@nbmedia.com.

New file-based distribution systems give network operators the ability to insert
local advertising and station promotions into affiliate broadcasts and subscription services. They combine the efficiencies of large network operations with the customized
listening experiences of localized content.
Wegener's file-based distribution system is based on the COMPEL network control, iPump 6420 professional media servers, and Unity 4600 professional media
receivers, to enable flexible centralized control, distribution and playout of radio programming.

Designed for localizing affiliate radio broadcasts, the Wegener iPump 6420 media
server generates a custom audio channel by transitioning between live and stored
audio programs, advertisements and liners.
With the introduction of the " ShowShifting" feature, Wegener said it has added
another level service for affiliates and automation for network operations.
ShowShifting is acustomizing feature of the Wegener system. The station end user
(or network operator) may specify when specific programs are to play out of its iPump
6420 media server.
For instance, aprogram can be set to play out at 9 p.m. local time every evening
(rather than the 10 a.m. local time when it is transmitted over satellite). This may even
occur if the show is transmitted on another channel than what the iPump 6420 media
server is statically set to decode. Show shift definitions are flexible, allowing playback
to occur on different days, even to the point of spanning aweekend. "Disaster scenarios" are handled without operator intervention by replacing episodes of lost signal or
power with "evergreen" material.
Activity associated with that program ( internal or external ad insertions, liners, PAD
data, etc.) is captured and used in the correct manner, at the precise relative times, as
the show is later played out. ShowShifting will yield satellite bandwidth savings over
linear operations, the company says. Without it, the network is forced to rebroadcast a
show multiple times to allow affiliates the ability to locally air it at amore desired (or
additional) time slot.
Wegener says ShowShifting is one of creative ways the radio industry can build
upon file-based distribution, playlists and centralized network commands to optimize
the next generation of radio broadcasts.
For information, contact Wegener at ( 770) 814-4000 or visit www.wegener.com.
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to-search 15 minute blocks.
ProFiler Live Player lets
you listen to audio over any
IP connection as it's being
encoded (dependent upon
your available bandwidth).
IProFiler's ESP pre- roll
technology begins capturing
audio before the jock opens
the mic.
There are four capture modes: Logging
(continuous archival storage), Skimming
(records only when talent mic is open),
Reverse Skimming (records only when talent mic is closed), and SmartSkimming
(low-bit-rate logging switches to higher
bit-rate for quality captures when talent is
on-mic).
Other shared features include encoded
program segments that can be uploaded
104,

Automated Program Logging
From Telos and Axia
ProFiler from Telos Systems and
iProFiler from Axia Audio are automated
systems for audio logging, aircheck skimming, remote listening, proof-of-play, audio
archiving, capturing audio from live events
or contest lines to name afew.
ProFiler can be integrated into any
broadcast environment to capture as many
as four stereo or eight mono channels
through Telos' professional PCI audio
card. The card has balanced inputs/outputs
and contact closure to activate skimming
function.
Axia's iProFiler application connects to
your Axia network, using Axia's IP-Audio
Driver to exchange audio directly with

Axia networks via Ethernet, and can record
16 stereo or 32 mono streams, without the
use of asound card, over asingle Cat5e
cable.
ProFiler and iProFiler are flexible PCbased software solutions. Both versions
boast alist of features including industrystandard Fraunhofer IIS MP3 compression
with choice of bit rates from 16 to 320
kbps; archive stored audio to any external
drive or device including network storage
drives, CD-ROM or other removable
media; remote fetching of archived content
over any network or Internet connection
and time-stamped audio is stored in easy-
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automatically to aWeb server via FTP; and
aremote monitoring application that lets
you monitor disk space and audio presence
using any network or Internet connection
and easily select and export audio segments
for external editing or review.
For information, contact Telos
Systems/Axia Audio at (216) 241-7225, or
visit www.Telos-Systems.com/profiler and
www.AxiaAudio.cotn/logging.

Perform Airchecks,
E-mail Files
With SkimmerPlus
SkimmerPlus from
Broadcast
Software International is a tool for
audio skimming and/or long-form audio
logging of up to eight stereo audio
sources. SkimmerPlus also can be used
with the ASI range of multiple tuner
cards.
SkimmerPlus includes its own Web
server so users can listen to airchecks or
any other recorded audio using a Web
browser and Internet connection. Access
is password-protected to keep audio content secure.
The company says it also is suitable
for distributed organizations.
The included Web interface enables
users to perform airchecks from any

GREAT CONTENT:
it's more than what you do, it's who you are.

If you're passionate about creating great content, the NAB Show
is the ultimate place to find everything necessary to bring your vision

every innovation driving production, editing, transmission and new
media solutions.

to life. Experience awealth of hands-on educational opportunities
presented by the producers, PDs and web developers influencing

Visit the unparalleled exhibit floor to see, touch and test all of the

Internet-enabled computer and e-mail
those files.
Additionally, SkimmerPlus simultaneously creates high- quality and compressed files; supports multiple audio
formats such as PCM, MP2 and MP3;
allows access to mic checks anywhere
on the Internet; automatically manages
hard-drive space.
Additional features incluedes central
skimming for multiple- station clusters;
and includes 19 interface motifs for the
customization of the application's
appearance.
Individually customizable title bars
and record features are included for each
deck; and users can create and save
event logs for customizable unattended
recording.
For more information, contact BSI at
(888) BSI -USAI ( 274-8721) or visit
www.bsiusa.com.

From HD to streaming to podcasting and more, professionals with
creative passion come to the NAB Show to exchange solutions and

today's edgiest content.

technologies enabling HD and beyond. Here you will find virtually

0

strategies for developing award-winning content for local, national
and global audiences. Join the community that shares your passion
for creating excellence. For more information, visitwww.nabshow.com.

NA/
a EISH OW
'
Where

Conferences: April 18-23, 2009 / Exhibits: April 20-23
Las Vegas Convention Center / Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.com

Content Comes to Life
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BE AVLogger for Archiving,

AudioFile Offers Logging, Skimming

Auditing and Repurposing Content
The Broadcast Electronics
...TV., woo
AVLogger has arange of coneg«.•
•
7
1 I
figuration options that put it on
0.0.0
2008
1 0
3 8
3
0
the A-List for capturing and
archiving programming for
any purpose — whether it is
IT tluemeay]
the occasional aircheck or
Ilterea 2008 '
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phone. It also has a timeline
sin ma ma im
me
menu that offers logging by
month, day, hour, minute and
second so broadcasters can find audio passages of interest quickly.
In addition, AVLogger comes with an export toolset for transferring files to formats compatible with major audio editors, including those used to repurpose content for podcasts.
Because AVLogger operates over anetwork or Internet connection, multiple stations
can share archived audio or do an aircheck of any station in the group.
AVL,ogger's can record multiple audio feeds from practically any source, whether from
the console or off the air, and at different compression rates and coding formats.
AVLogger can also record right and left analog channels independently at different compression rates. While AVLogger is logging off-air programming in MP3 at asample rate
of 128 kbps mono for long term storage, for example, it can record an open mic channel
in uncompressed PCM, plus capture the morning show in MP3 at various bit rates for
subsequent podcasts.
The number of recorded sources is limited only by computer processing power and the
number of available audio inputs.
With this application, broadcasters can log off-air audio 24/7 plus perform other capture functions as required, such as recording aclient's ad campaign as an affidavit of
when and how spots ran.
The AVLogger is offered as an integrated application with Broadcast Electronics' new
AVfleX digital studio system, or it can be purchased as a standalone application.
AVLogger is compatible with major automation systems on the market and offers flexibility in audio recording and storage, whether the need is to capture audio segments for
repurposing or to archive program content.
AVLogger audio files can be archived to removable media, or placed on anetwork for
easy retrieval. Station personnel have access to recorded audio from their desktop computers through aWeb browser and can switch quickly between logged audio at various
stations using the system's shortcut feature.
For information, contact Broadcast Electronics at ( 217) 224-9600 or visit
www.bdcast.com.
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AudioFile from KLZ Innovations is amultipurpose software suite designed to monitor up
to eight channels.
Features include mic skimming, audio logging and program delay. Archived files can be
stored as MP3s. AudioFile also offers asilence
detector and alarm.
AudioFile can be remote operated and also
used as aWeb streamer. It is compatible with
standard audio cards, consumer or professional.
For information contact KLZ Innovations at
(800) 334-9640 or visit www.klz.com.
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Sonifex RB-PD2 Profanity Delay
The Sonifex Redbox RB-PD2 stereo profanity delay is used for live broadcast
programs to prevent transmission of unwanted or obscene material.
The 1RU 19-inch rackmountable box features an automatic audio stretch algorithm that allows between 2and 55 seconds of delay to be built up live while "on
air," and while maintaining the correct pitch.

RB-PD2

••
••

c
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The delay also can be acquired while playing an audio file on aCompact Flash
memory card. When the program is complete, the audio stretch algorithm seamlessly reduces the delay to zero.
It has both balanced analog and AES/EBU digital audio I/0 on XLR connectors
and provides sample rates up to 48 kHz at 24-bit. It can act as acombined AID and
D/A unit meaning that analog inputs can be output as AES/EBU or vice-versa.
The delay can be started and stopped by pressing the Build Delay and Exit
Delay buttons respectively. A front-panel display shows the amount of delay being
built up. The Dump button can either remove asection of the most recent audio
that has been buffered, by apreselected amount, or dump the audio built up in the
delay and play apreselected audio file on the Compact Flash memory card while
building the delay again. When the file has finished playing, the delay is then
equal to the duration of the file. A cough button is another feature.
The RB-PD2 has an RS-232 port for remote control, eight remote inputs and six
remote outputs, all of which are freely assignable. The inputs can be used to trigger any of the unit's functions such as "build delay" and the outputs can provide
external signalling and can be delayed with respect to the inputs.
For information, contact Sonifex/Independent Audio at (207) 773-2424 or visit
www.sonifex.co.uk/redbox.
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DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR

Pristine Offers Multifunction Blackbox
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In addition to audio, Blackbox can record microphone usage times for skimmed playback later and RF signal
strength for review. Alerting functions continuously monitor audio and RF signal levels and provide several alarm
methods. Serial commands may be sent to aswitcher or modem to change audio sources or dial aphone or pager.
Blackbox can send e-mail and SMS text messages, execute DOS commands, and control external warning lamps or
equipment through TTL signals.
A pushbutton radio style player simulates listening in real-time, allowing the user to hear what all channels (including competitors) were playing at any particular time. Time and microphone skimmer modes provide methods to
review recordings quickly. The time skimmer makes it easy to create aplay list of songs or aclient list from spots that
played. The microphone skimmer allows a program director to review an announcer's performance by skipping
through recordings and hearing each time the microphone was opened.
An included Web server allows Blackbox recordings to be accessed over the local LAN or the Internet for playback on remote computers.
For information, contact Pristine Systems at (800)795-7234 or visit www.blackboxlogger.com.
.
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MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable
Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower
Price $3200

additonal towers $ 200 each

The Model CMR is a state of the art instrument of unequalled
accuracy and stability. With typical modulation, the CMR's true
ratio readout is a factor of 1.0 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude.
•True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference amplitudes are separately measured and divided electronically
to give an accurate digital reading.
•Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign.
•Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement
with a front panel switch.
•Dual Surge Protection.

Gorman Redlich
257 W. Union Street
Phone:

740-593-3150

Athens, Oh 45701

Fax: 740-592-3898

jimg@gorman-redlIch.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

Advertise your Products and Services.
Contact David Carson to find out how.

615-776-1359
dcarson@nbmedia.com
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'Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers ard sellers.
ACOUSTI CS

COMPLETE

AcousticsFirst

FACILITIES

=888-755-2900

WANT TO SELL

rut: product line for sound
control &

www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

NEW OR USED

S

COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/SI-L./TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEA 3E OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS

SCMS, Inc. (
800)438-6040
'You Know We Know Radio"

AM Ground Systems Co.
Ground System
Con•3tructlion. Evaluation & Repair

-877-766-2999
Radio Ground System Semces
.sunmamgroundsptems.corn

r

FCC COMPLIANCE

—T
—OWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs
AS1R Tower Registration
Star.dard & Custom signs

1

Gui! Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennall»msn.com
Free Catalog

610-4,8-8418
www. antenna ID • corn

S;iiveli 6812-E FM antenna 2bay circular tuned to 93.3, full
wave spacing, rated at 1500
watts installed 05, taken down
'08 due to frequency change,
$600, OMB MP- 1 FM antenna,
sing'? bay circular tuned to 93.3,
ratee for 600 watts, installed in
'04, taken down in 05 to install
new 2-bay arenna, $ 175. Ron,
386.447-19H
or
rlkocher@msn.com.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Tektronix LA-2A's, UREI LA& LA-4s, Fairchild 660's &
67 2s,
- any Pultec EQ's & any other
olcI tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
selesradioeyahoo.com.

MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/

I'm looking for Szin Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's. For
example newscast, talk shows,
music shows, live band remotes,
etc. Stations like KGO, KFRC,
KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc... Feel free to call
me at 415-383-6216 or you can
email
me
at
ronwtamm @ yahco.com.

WANT TO SELL
l.'s free and it has been
supended The only cost is to
fi. ,3ep us nformed as to how
ihe system is performing and
et us kncw how you are using
1. DIY- DJ is aLinux based radio
Butomaticn system and now
sports a record scheduler ( DIYDJ- RECORDER) which allows
'!ou to sciedule the recording of
a networx or any other program
.
for replay later as well as abasic
jogging system. Beside these
additions the system schedules
music, does voice tracking
(ALWAYS hit the vocal), create a
shell, live assist, exact time
events, moin satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do
unattended remote events and
more. Call (406) 679-0527 or
email krws@digitaldevelopment.
net for acopy today.

With FM Translator
and rental tower

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

For Sale In Arkansas
On The Air & In The Black

11479-234-5427

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

Pro- Boom B2 ( 2) new, mic
booms, $40/both. M Taylor, 417451-5636.

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s Bill Cook. 719687-6357.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST 214 7387873 o. -sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL

FMs,

FM CPs
AM CPs,
FM Cluster, AM/FM combo,
sticks and cashflowing.
A/Vls, Translators,

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

Visit verbsite: RadioStationsForSale.ort
E-mail: forsalrebeld.net or 781-848-4201

WANT TO SELL

WE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
FM Exciters
Zephyrs
FM Power Amps
POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCNIS, INC. (800) 438-6040
s 'You Know We Know Radio" es

a

AM Station in Rome, NY
REDUCED PRICE plus FM
translators in Ocala, FL,
Jacksonville, NC & Temple, TX.
Email mraley@bbnradio.org.
Class " C" AM for sale.
Beautiful NE GA community.
$250,000. County seat and college town. 24 hour operation.
478-741-1710 anytime.

111101111110N11110M11/414, RAM INOCKIIIII
new g, rebuilt for Ekom, Harris, CC.A,
CSI, :'.4cMartin. Goodrich Ent 11435
Moncierson Si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 293 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

with the old...

www.radioworld.com

4.) Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, FTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1. and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3nA
4., Search for FM channels under spacings and
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave al'ocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro 2Te
‘. Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3D'm
Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
'_.0)i43-3684
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Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
- Look no further, you're in the right place!
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Sell your used equipment here
in the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.
It's easy...send David an e-mail or
fax/snail" mail the Action- Gram. We'll run your
listi •

for

o •n

utive_issue

ON'T LET YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
COLLECT DUST...COLLECT $ INSTEAD!
If

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

aødIll© Pd

with
the new!

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?

you have any questions regarding the

procedure, you can call David at
615-776-1659 or email him at
dcarson@nbmedia.com for more information.

and deadlines!

615-776-1359 • dcarsonenbrnedia.com

...in

WANT TO BUY

Equipment Wanted: obsolete,
ar out of service broadcast
recording gear, amplifiers, preamps, outboard, radio or mixing
consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots acceptable. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

Call today for current rates

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer,
Non-profit
Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will offer
tax deduction letter, You determine donation value, We will pay
shipping. Equipment shared
between three Wisconsin stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers,
field equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WlECradio.org.

Collector wants to buy: old vintage pro gears, compressor/
limiter, microphone, mixing
consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers. turntables,
ED working or not, working
transformers ( UTC Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates.
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins. Cash - pick up 773339-9035

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

contour to contour protection using FMComnandern"

RadinStacionsForSale.net
(construction permits),

WANT TO BUY

•••

WANT TO SELL

WANT 10 SELL

SPEAKERS/AMPS

Collectcr wants to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh, Marantz, Electro
Voice, Jensen. Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco. Cash- pick up
773-3M-9035.

vs
ClabillidU Pell

STATIONS
RECORDING MEDIA

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

2004 OMB STL pair, MT DIG
xmtr & MR DIG rcvr Platinum
series, 20 Watt system. currently
on 953.125 but frequency easily
changed with front panel push
buttons, can also operate on
lower STL bands, never used
except for initial test into dummy
load, licensing problems, like
new, $ 1200/pair. Ron, 386-4471999 or rlkocher@msn.com.

Finally, aMicrophone ON- OFF controller with an integrated stereo
headphone amplifier featuring user selectable pha:;e reversal and lo- hi
output impedance selection. These units are grea for remotes or talk
studio applications . Various options are available such as aquality
mic pre-amp with selectable phantom power, and ;
op or front mounted
buttons. The Audio-Pod System consists of from 1to 4Audio-Pods
and aPower Supply which will power up to 4Audio-Pod modules.
The Audio-Pod modules can be table top mounted using the supplied
rubber feet, Hook & Loop material, or permtnently mounted using
the optional tilting table top bracket or reces:.ed into the work surface
using an optional flush mounting bezel. There are too many features to
mention in this small ad space, so please visit us on the web for details
and pricing on the Audio-Pod System and many other innovative
products for the broadcaste
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en` ©©
2174 Chandler St. Carna; illo, CA 93010
805-987-7881 800 249-0487
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DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Consultants

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

ENGINEERING. INC.

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•ANVFM/NCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies
•Field Engineering
•PrePurchase Inspections

•AM Detuning
•Intermodulation Studies
•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•AM Directional Array Design, Tuning and Proof

Fax ( 6511784-7541

Emai I: inferoAengrçorn

t'L eLa .-ssivLs- Loacc-p
Excellence In Radio Broadcast Engineering since 1979

" Member AFCCF"

402 Tenth Ave PO Box 367 Haddon Heights NJ 08035

:-

0

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.i

The Coverage Map Store

5,51 TFOMIC AI CONSI. ITbNIS
Allocatein or
orx-ratein AM/Pdfl•'/AUX Service.
Held Sti WIC Antb-naa and
lksign

REALcoverage.com

Orer45years engineering
and consulting experience

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

Telecommunication Consult...It.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANVFM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

ce ft

Contractors

www.v-soft.com

-

o - o91'1-7
,
,
-

CORNELL-DUBILIER

fax 609-347-6397
eattnet

MICA CAPACITORS

*
C
OMMUMCM1ONS TECHIOLOGF-8, NC.

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
Sernil &oat:alien
Since1948
9049 Shady Grow Court
Gaithersburg,MD 20877
Mullaney
( 101)921-0115
I.ngineering. Inc.
lao 3011 590-9757
67
E
muilaneyomullenuccom

NMI Des KM Ps, Torsos GPM,
PM 8716 773 MI6 Sas 786 7. 2718 tne smes6reesen cop
MIDI

Me/4 2t2 "

phone 609-347-4821

202-393-5133
,‘ ww.graha tern,: k . com

Neoftware for your PC
(800) 743-3684

AM— FM
Comprehensive Field Service

FASTER...

.•

Reasonable Rates

Broadcast Englnoetktg

Professional Technical Support

912-638-8028

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

High Quality Broadcast
Equipment at Extremely

Herb Kra IIHZ

Iall Iw.-nbec 1)rom

Doug Vernier

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

ed AM, FM, TV coverage et Upgrades
ni Broadcast transmission facility
design
lei FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
Clarence M Beverage • Laura M Mizrahi
P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

FROM

STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
5674 H Camino Real, Suite K
Carlsbad. California 92008

,www.commtechrf.com

us an the web lin. redoran Cool

(760) 438-4420

EMPLOYMENT

Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

c mail: link rrf surtatm.com web: wwv.,.surcom.coni

TUNVVALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

POSITIONS WANTED
Excited and Motivated Air
Personality with a Passion for
the Lord! Seeking air shift or
production positions available.
Troy, abstroy1726@hotmail.com
or 541-258-5278 for resume/air
check.
Extensive Public Address
experience. Vast sports/stats
Knowledge. Notable show preparation/research skills. Excellent
professional delivery, able to
communicate and relate to audience. Chris, 817-528-5524 or
awright005@tx.rr.com.
Are you asmall market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the Los Angeles
area?
Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available for
Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 949-9166255 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

SPACE IS
AVAILABLE!
To advertise, call
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TRC Series Controllers

www.tunwallradio.com
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"The Best in Broadcast Electronics Since 1990"
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.Call David at 615-776-1359 or
• e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
manufactured by ECONCO at

New tubes are now

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

FM Exciters - STIjs

s You Know We Know Radio" S
100 Watt Henry Transmitter,
250 Watt Henr , Transmitter.
inovonics 222 Processor, five
Tapecasters and serveral hundred feet of 7/8" coax for sale in
Arkansas. Call 479-234-5427.
Continental " Power Rock"
'315R-1 on 670 KCS, 5KW. In
Arkansas. Call 479-234-5427.
2006 Nicom NT20 FM exciter,
20 Watts, frequency agile & still
under war until May '09, $800;
2006 Nicom NA- 501 FM amplifier, 500 watt broadband, newer
"cold PET design, still under war
until May'09, nation gone dark,
must sell, $2500. Ron, 386-4471999 or dkocher@msn.com
CCA AM 10,M0 D — Call John
KOSS 928-595-0263 between 10
&6PM Pacific Time.
FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999.

Radio World

Used FM Transmitters
1
1
1
3
10
14+5
20
20
21.5
30
35
50

KW
2007
KW
2007
KW
2007
KW
1996
KW
2005
KW HD 2005
KW
2005
KW
1985
KW
1989
KW
1993
KW
1986
KW
1982

Crown FM1000A ( new), solid state
Crown FM1000E ( demo), solid state
Crown FM1000E ( new), solid state
Henry 3000D-95, single phase
Harris Z16 HD, solid state
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid-state
BE FM20S, solid state
Harris FM2OK
Continental 816R-2B
Harris HT30CD
BE FM35A
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital

-

Pro- Tek®
EEV

USA DISTRIBUTOR

5
5
10
10
12

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

1982
1987
1985
1985
2000

0A10E5

Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Harris MW10B, solid state
Nautel XL12, solid state

E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

www.radioworld.corn

ACT 10

www.radioworld.cor
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio statrons only All other end users wili be charged.
This FREE servrce does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month tor listings to appear
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again

Thank you

Signature

P.O. Box 6409
Spring Hill, FL 34611

1111 :111:

352-592-7800

Fax 352-596-4884

BEST SERVICE

RF PARTS' CO.
Se Habla Espanol

We Export

IMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
&Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
'Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsul>shi Semiconductors

800-737-2787

760-744-0700

rfperfparts.córni

www.rfparts.com

Radio World.

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
Yes
L.71 No
Please print and include
all information:

ro ck

Weber: mm.dudceledrIroakuos

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

www.radioworld.com

otin „

Se Habla Español
Please visit our website, fmamlv.com,
for the most current listings

www fmamtv com •

To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800

Equipment Exchange

FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr servi:e on transnlItutu b.es & sock
es/paris, new & rebuih call Goodrich Ent. at
40249
9tI
ill6
che
do
or
night,
VAVV/.

Date

Contact Name
Title

Advertise!

Company/Station
Address
City/State

For more informatte conta

Zip Code

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Brdadcast Equipment
Exchange
Price:

46.

For more information,
call David Carson
at 615-776-1359
dcarson@nbmedia.com

-

SVETLANA

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

or e-mail

=

Crau:ardent • Pour Menine.

Buying used equipment?

Pfre-Tfr_

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLE', RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

OMB, Technalogix and Pineapple
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Selling used equipment?

IN
THE RIGHT
PLACE'

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Exciterz

Telephone

j
'OUSE

TUBE

C Electronics

New 30W Synthesized exciters

Used AM Transmitters

WANT TO BUY

AM

NEW

B ROADCASTINP

Equipment Exchange

Continental
814C
FM
Transmitter or Blue RF Modules
ideally tuned to 99.7 or close.
Call Bob Et 802-236-1629 or email bob@wntk.com.

WWW.BCOnCO.COM

TUBES & COMPONENTS

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Eme:gency Back-up Rentals

Studio & Test Equipment

INT1: + 1-530-662-7553

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

OFF THE AIR?

35

TEL 800-532-6626

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

WANT TO SELL

I Radio World

Send Action- Gram forms to Broadcast Equipment Exchange,
5285 Shawnee Road, Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22312 • Fax: 703-852-4583

David Canon at
615-776-1359
or dcarsonOntunedia,com
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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WEB SITE URI,

15

Axia - A Telas Company

11

Broadcast Electronics

3

BSW

4

Burk Technology

7

Comrex Corporation

www.Euciaaudio.com
www.bdcast.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
WWW.COMMX.COM

wvAv.contelec.com

Continental Electronics Corp.

wvinN.daysequerra.com

10

DaySeguerra/ATI

20

ESE

25

Google Inc

32

Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.gorman-redlich.com

30

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

36

Heil Sound, Ltd.

www.heilsound.com

29

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

14

Inovonics Inc

6

Logitek

21

Musicam - USA

31

National Association of Broadcasters

27

National Religious Broadcasters

19

Nautel Ltd.

13

Omnia - A Telas Company

26

OMT Technologies/Media Touch

5

PTEK

39

Radio Systems Inc

23

SCMS

9

lelos Systems - TLS Corp.

www.telos-systems.com

17

Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

www.telos-systems.com

8

Thum & Mahr Gmbh

16

www.ese-web.com
www.google.com/ads/asaudio

www.inovon.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.musicamusa.com
www.nabshow.com
www.nrbconvention.org

www.omniaaudio.com
www.omt.net
www.ptekpower.com
www.radiosystems.com

you offer your advertisers:

High on my top 10 list of marketing
rules is to remember that you're not your
clients.
This rule is easily supported. A sales
organization's success is frequently a
measure of how well it puts itself inside
the heads of its clients, seeing their business through their eyes. Sounds simple,
right? But when business takes adownturn, we sometimes need to be reminded
of the fundamentals. On the other hand,
the current recession is bending this rule,
as you now share significant new challenges with your advertisers that can be
leveraged to both of your advantages.
What are those challenges?
First, in the recession, you're both
fighting for a larger share of a shrunken
market to a greater extent than in a
healthy economy. Second, you're both
looking for ways to position yourselves
for both the slump and the subsequent
recovery. View these as opportunities for

•Protect your brand — Make certain that
you keep your good name out there in
front of your clients and prospects. This
has always been part of your pitch,
right?
•More is more — Feed your message in
smaller, more frequent doses using a
variety of delivery methods. Your overthe-air and streamed signals, as well as
your Web site, are all effective placements.
•Create a long-term strategy — Think
about how you will want to promote
your products and brand for the next six
months, year and two years. It will help
you create amore coherent brand message and maximize what you spend on
creative. And, you might just give your
clients a discount for a long-term commitment.
•Stick with the hits — Promote your
strongest and/or most innovative products. If all of your advertising and pro-

Without marketing, your brand is subject to
erosion and the claims of your competitors
can gain credibility with your clients.

www.scmsinc.com

www.yellowtec.com
www.tituslabs.com

2

Vorsis

www.vorsis.com

40

Vorsis

www.vorsis.com

Rock Wkibrl
The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have something te
Every issue is packed wi
real information, not jus
fluff or pretty pictures. I
have been able to grasp
1some rather deep technic
issues because you have
clearly presented them in
plain English. Keep up the
good work. 5,
Pete Schur

ve.vw.helsound.com

by Neil Glassman

www.nautel.com

Titus Labs

Shown The Heil Fin microphone

Growth Tomorrow

Owner/GM/CE
KUL & KCTO
Kansas City, Mo.

you to not just empathize with your
advertisers' dilemmas, but to be a more
valuable resource to them. These are
accomplished by your demonstrating
your understanding of the principles of
advertising in an economic downturn and
leading by example.

motion reinforces your brand, your best
sellers will be the tide that raises all
your product boats. You know how you
can apply this to your own station promotions.

Among the many great, free business
resources that are too-often overlooked
More is more
by local businesses is the Harvard
Business Review Web site. One of my
What are a company's first thoughts
about marketing and advertising in a favorite articles is "How to Market in a
recession? Often they're cutbacks, as
Recession" by John Quelch, geared mostreducing these budget items is perceived
ly towards consumer products companies
as being less painful than some of the
but with much relevance for B2B, too.
alternatives in the short term and having
The single most important sentence in
the least long-term effects.
the article: "It is well documented that
The thinking is that fewer people are
brands that increase advertising during a
buying less right now; fewer prospects,
recession, when competitors are cutting
so less marketing.
back, can improve market share and
Not only does that hurt your station(s)
return on investment at lower cost than
as an advertising vehicle, it hurts your during good economic times."
clients who chose to go that route.
This means you. How better to make
The logic of backing off now and
this argument convincingly to your
ramping up when business gets better
advertisers than to "walk the walk" and
only holds if a company, whether it's
maintain, or even grow, your promotional
your station(s) or one of your advertisers,
activity? I'm not going to make specific
comes out of the recession with the same
recommendations on programming, sponposition in the market it had when it went
sorships and community outreach
in. "What makes you so sure that it will?"
because I'm an expert in neither radio
is a question you can ask both of your
promotions nor your local market(s). But
clients and yourself.
you are.
After all, without marketing, your brand
Becoming conversant in and applying
is subject to erosion and the claims of your
recession-based strategies can aid you in
competitors can gain credibility with your
more successful consultative selling and
clients. You can further ask, "Where does
delivering left jabs and right hooks to
that leave your company at the end of the
your competition across all advertising
recession?" At best, playing catch up. At
media.
worst, dealing with adamaged brand and a
Neil Glassman helps broadcast compahuge loss of market share.
nies develop and deliver marketing strateHere are just a few of the proven
gies. He blogs on the WhizBang-PowWow
strategies you can apply to the solutions
at www.whizbangpowwow.com.
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Radio, the State of the Ship
For More Than a Decade We've Been Making
A Lousy Product and Getting Away With It
by Bill Parris
As we radio executives observe falling
stock values, the difficulties in obtaining
acquisition financing, declining local revenues, audience losses and emerging technologies, perhaps it is time to take an
unemotional, big- picture look at our
-beloved industry and the state of our ship.
Never in its history has radio faced a
three-front attack from its regulators, new
technologies and its own attempts at programming self-immolation.
The benefits of loss
Perhaps the problems started with
deregulation.
The promise was that we'd have fewer
stations losing money. This was fulfilled
in the short term as winners acquired losers in apost-deregulation station feeding
frenzy. However, this was alittle like trying to halve the number of victims of a
dreaded disease by killing half the
patients.
Rolling up losing stations into market
clusters reduced the root of radio's
resilience. Commercial radio was vibrant
because it was competitive and innovative. Radio needs losing stations. Formats

matic format experiment could be
authorized by the new corporate
structures.
The result was a bland, overcommercialized product and amanagement approach of trying to copy
things that had been successful in
the past.
Initially, revenues grew and operating costs came down. Things
looked good for afew years.
By the early 2000s, however,
radio, with its boring non-local content, long stop sets and high rates,
was competing with new portable
music delivery systems.
Self-Inflicted
The core problem in this competition
is self-inflicted: poor programming product.
For more than adecade we have been
making alousy product and getting away
with it. Now we have competition ... not
XM and Sirius, but Best Buy and Circuit
City. Portable electronic devices, free of
nine-minute stop-sets and hard-to-understand slogans, are becoming the preferred
method to discover new music. Radio
will be past recovery if addressable

Radio is the only entertainment industry
that ever believed a research study could
create a hit. Creators create hits.
like top 40, easy listening and all-news
were dreamed up in competitive desperation. But deregulation has allowed the
large to eat the small and in doing so
plow over afertile garden that had grown
new concepts in sales and programming.
The long-term effects are proving nearfatal: a lack of new ideas, alack of creators, and amanagement structure driven
exclusively by cost reduction. Unrealistic
acquisition costs forced higher spot rates
and placed downward pressure on operating costs. Personnel were cut; radio job
opportunities became limited.
At the same time came improvements
in the quality of computer-based automation systems that were rabidly utilized by
cluster general managers who were desperate to please out- of- market bosses
with reduced payrolls.
Satellite costs dropped; entrepreneurial
syndication ventures emerged and syndicated programs were added to automation. Programming and promotion
departments scaled back as former competitors were absorbed into the market
cluster, lowering the competitive drive
that historically motivated innovation.
Former competitors now shared the
water cooler. A format or positioning slogan that appeared to win in one market
was duplicated blindly in others. The creators — meaning the programmers —
were reduced in number and quality. A
typical major- market program director
was a promoted air talent who could
wear atie and run Selector.
Those who could still think had such
reduced influence that no decisive or dra-

Internet service of decent quality gets
into cars or if the FCC mandates adigital
conversion, forcing purchase of new
receivers.
Please try, as local programmers once
did, to think like a potential listener.
Forget the industry "inside conditioning"
and think like aconsumer.
Consider the silly, pointless names we
give our station product, the ridiculous
imaging.
A frog is an amphibian. A laser is a
coherent light beam. Alice is afriend or
relative. These are not radio product
names. They are inside code words that
convey no listening advantages to an
audience.
We have confused and lost listeners
who have given up trying to figure out
what our " industry-hip" station names
may mean. Proof? Ask ayoung listener
what station they listen to and — if they
listen to radio at all — they will name a
frequency, because that is what they can
understand.
The plethora of cute names is aresult
of radio insiders trying to impress other
radio insiders with ever- hipper slogan
identifiers, forgetting that none of it
makes sense to alistener. Once artists, in
any entertainment medium, begin playing
to each other, the public is lost. A 96
Rock is better than aJack. It has always
been true that the speed of cume acquisition is directly proportional to simplicity
of product description.
Adding further to the product confusion, consider the nutty, high-frequency
slogans we mindlessly repeat: "traffic on

Bill Parris
the 8s" or "on the 2s." People don't talk
or think that way. What the devil are the
2s? When did any listener ever say to a
friend, "I'll meet you today on the 3," or
"I have an appointment on the 8s every
Wednesday"?
Would it not make more sense — and
be easier to understand — to say "Traffic
every 10 minutes"? All of the listening
audience would understand and, heaven
forbid, it would actually convey a programming advantage in an easy-to-understand slogan.
Similarly, when is a heavy, deep,
threatening voice a positive thing? Yet
we contract national talent to record positioning lines in threatening, growling
deep voices that sound mean and hostile.
Would not a light, positive, fun and
friendly voice be more inviting?
Is it not dumb to hire alocal DJ, then
formatically assign that personality only
three times an hour to read amere position line, aslogan liner better delivered
by acontract production professional?
A live, local DJ should be heard often
and contribute content that a recorded
liner cannot add and other media cannot
emulate. Live voices should do what only
live voices can do: Add local identity.
Why waste live talent with "the best
mix of the ' 50s, ' 60s, ' 70s, ' 80s, ' 90s,
two thousands and today" when something like, "Hi to all y'all driving to work
at Bethlehem Steel this morning, say hello to Fred when you get there" would
touch more local lives?
Often the lame appearance of a local
DJ within the music hour is so infrequent
that it exceeds the average TSL for the
format.
Ted* role
It is said that radio remotes no longer
work. Of course not. In major markets at
least, remotes have morphed into apointless product: a card table and banner,
crewed by an assistant promotion director who may do acouple of call-ins an
hour. Radio remotes were once live, animated shows. The client saw a hardworking crew in his or her place of business and the public had ashow to watch.
This worked.
A passive banner, no matter how artistic, will not give aclient the idea that
their promotional investment bought serious station attention. It will not attract the
public. The programming product has to
be reinvented.
Radio technology does not drive audiences; entertainment does. In show biz,

content is the prime audience motivation
and technology has never driven mass
audiences to radio stations.
Equipment manufacturers and chief
engineers have great interest in
new tech trends that can be
sold to gullible broadcast executives as audience salvation;
but often the public could care
less. Radio owners and
mangers often are like poor
cattle wandering across afield.
Someone in a corner shouts
"AM stereo" and the herd
moves toward the voice. Later
the shout is " HD Radio" and
the herd starts in that direction
— always wanting to believe
that a new enhancement to a
radio transmitter can drive up
an audience.
FM was around for decades
but no audience movement
occurred until better content
— with few commercials and narrowly
focused music formats — appeared and
started the youth listener migration.
Here is a showstopper for conversation: There is no business model difference between FM HD Radio and the
decades-old subcarrier business. Both
require special receivers to capture and
decode content embedded on aprimary
station.
The premise seems to be that somewhere, somehow, there are great mass
appeal formats that just can't get on a
limited number of radio platforms, so the
public needs new platforms. The premise
is untrue. If there were such formats, a
losing 0.5 share FM radio station would
be programming it on its primary signal.
The whole HD idea is driven by industry,
not the consumer.
Technical improvements and innovation should be embraced but are not a
core solution to audience problems. So
often, what is technically possible is not
necessarily practical.
Invest in creation
Today's programmers rarely innovate,
so any major- market success story
involving anew, live, local exciting format will have to happen to be replicated.
Iam sure that a lot of exhumed ' 70s
and ' 80s PDs will say "just redo top 40
like it used to be and that will work." But
Ithink we need anew, intermedia, interactive format, certainly based on timeproven sound principles and dynamics of
audience reactions but designed for the
media realities of 2009 and beyond.
A new format and basic business model are needed, using each medium for its
strengths. Radio can attract cume audience and the Web can give more content,
visuals and instant commerce.
Local listener peer group positioning,
entertainment news, new trends, new
music, hit music and showcased excitement are desirable format qualities. But
time is limited; each year ademographic
cell of young listeners moves up the
Arbitron demographic envelope and we
have an ever-expanding listener universe
conditioned to not expect these qualities
from radio.
The classic peer group interaction and
individual positioning that teens got from
their local radio DJ at one time has been
replaced by e-mails and text messaging.
The music comes from downloads and
radio is becoming something grandmothers have in their bedrooms.
See PARRIS, page 38
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that must be assayed.
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move-ins feels unwarranted.
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tion get outside of this self-constructed
container and program an exciting, alllocal entertainment format on abig FM
signal. Hire acreative team and let them
create.
If it works, ratings and revenue will
follow and just maybe enough industry
press on that single success may motivate
station decision-makers in the herd to start
imitation. If it fails, fire the creators and
hire another set; but keep trying to create.

Those offended by my comments may
be numerous. The general manager might
say "We're going Alice" thinking it is a
decisive,
intelligent
decision.
Manufacturers focus on sales. Chief engineers convince management that a new
box will drive up audience shares.
Program directors think they are creative
even as they continue to copy, copy,
copy. Chief executives consider the cost
of everything but never give conceptual
thought to the core programming product
that clone stations transmit.
We can still invent, if we recognize the
need to do it. Let us again value creators,
as other entertainment industries do.
May just one major-market radio sta-

Broadband
Ienjoyed the article The Wireless
Broadband Solution" by Dan Slentz
(Oct. 22). Iwould like to know, with
the two radios for STL purposes, which
audio applications ( software) will be
required?
Rashid Tanko
Accra, Ghana

This takes courage and abelief that the
industry can only adapt if it invents.
Talented executives remain in our industry. Let's us hope they see the big picture,
assert themselves and help us get our ship
together.
The author is president of Radio
Broadcast Communications, which owns
WKHZ(AM) in Ocean City, Md., and
manages several radio stations in the
Washington and Baltimore markets. e
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take a Behringer encoder from AES to
unbalanced analog and adapt with
that.
The nice part about this equipment is
it's so cost effective. Iwouldn't be
afraid to experiment. You'll have fun
and learn a lot, plus you'll find this
stuff works.
Remember to share what you find
with other people ("pay it forward") by
contributing through Radio World or
your engineering groups.
Please let me know if you need any
more assistance.

Rashid,
Any stream encoder can handle this
for you. At WHIZ we did all our testing
— Dan Slentz
with a Sling Media Slingbox. It was
great! We streamed to the SlingPlayer
software on a PC. For a permanent
STL, Iwould look at any paired
we.
stream encoder!
00.0s
decoder ( hardware
or Linux-based so
The 'Wireless Broadband Soiution
it's stable).
Almost all that
W.,r1JJor du, NeA, teiern, Soliaitoo
gear is unbalanced
analog, so Iwould use
a balancing amp like
a Henry Engineering
Matchbox on each end.
If you need AES, there
are audio encoders that
are TCP/IP that will take
that input. You could even

see

Plug and play your next
installation with Radio Systems
Millenium Broadcast Consoles
now with StudioHub+ inside —
the Broadcast Wiring Standard!
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ANALOG is good.

At Radio Systems, our

There are over 4000

NETWORK is IP Audio by

analog Millenium

Livewirel.We've adopted this

consoles in service

proven multi- channel standard

ANALOG Iwo inputs per channel with fully agile - mic thru line

today and we continue

sensitivity on every input • Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear rubber

to manufacture and ship analog consoles

digital consoles. But we left local inputs

every day. That's because these boards are

as well to create the perfect hybrid of

keypads • Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus bus output •
Up to four additional mix- minus outputs available • Full metering

from Axia® and installed it in our

and monitor section • Up/down clock/timer with master sync

inexpensive, sound great (with specifica-

stand-alone and network capabilities.

capability • Complete GPI channel remote control provided for all

tions that rival and exceed many digital

This way Millenium Network consoles

designs) and have enough features for

easily mix local studio sources and

many small and medium market applica-

connect to all Livewire enabled devices

tions. For more demanding applications,

using standard Ethernet switches.

A & B inputs • Available in 6 /

12 /

18 / 24 channel frame sizes

our analog consoles optionally can be
equipped with additional mix- minus
outputs, distributed output busses and
redundant supplies making them even
DI GlITAL AES/EBU or analog on any input channel • Mic thru line

more capable and still agreat value.

StudioHub+' is the glue of our entire

sensitivity on every analog input • Soft touch, LED lit ultra-wear rubber

console line. Use our award- winning

keypads • Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus bus output •

CAT- 5wiring system to s
,mply and quickly

Ten fully programmable mix -minus outputs — standard • All outputs

plug any source into any console channel.

provided in analog and digital simultaneously • LED VU or PPM
metering and full monitor section • Up/down clock/timer with master sync

Or, easily configure custom talent panels

capability • Complete GPI channel remote control provided for all A & B

and even interstudio tie line connections.

inputs • Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24 channel frame sizes
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Going DIGITAL is aprocess. Radio
Systems eliminates some of the stress with

And its value doesn't end after the instal-

our NO CHARGE Digital upgrade program.

lation is over. RJ-45

For the life of your console we will swap

connectors allow new

any analog plug-in card for adigital one

sources to be added at

(or vice-versa) allowing you to gradually
transition your studio to digital. You can

NETWORK Six IP audio Livewire channels with LCD selectors • Local

even start out all analog and convert one

input channels with two inputs per channel / analog or digital / mic thru

channel at atime as digital arrives in your

line • Soft touch, LED lit ultra- wear rubber keypads • Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus bus output • Ten fully programmable

Digital console will out- put pristine digital

digital simultaneously • Full metering and monitoring • Up/down clock/

audio to feed your air- chain processor and

trol provided for all A & B inputs • Available in 6 /
frame sizes

radio

12 /

18 / 24 channel

produce up to ten fully configurable mix minus feeds.

.

trouble shooting easy.

facility. But from day one your Millenium

mix- minus outputs — standard • All outputs provided in analog and
rimer with master sync capability • Complete GPI channel remote con-

any time and makes

Livewire is aregistered trademark of TLS Corp.
StudioHubf is aregistered trademark of Radio Systems, Inc.

6oi Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 • Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com

While the two usual suspects slugged it out in the loudness war,
we quietly developed the ultimate weapon for the REAL challenge:

Basic loudness is simply not the draw it was in the last century. Today,
with so many options for audio delivery, getting and keeping listeners
means you need to SOUND GREAT across all media. That's why we
developed VORSIS - to deliver clean compelling audio that cuts through
the muck without fatiguing those all-important ears.
With Vorsis, we rethought the whole process - developing new tools to
let your station deliver the best possible sound to each and every one of
those 20th century radios, not to mention the great new standard and
hi-def radios being produced in THIS century.
With Vorsis, you're never stuck with your processor's signature sound.
You have a full toolset to create your own magnificent sonic signature
-one your listeners can key into just by scanning the dial. For the first
time, you have the capabilities of bringing true fidelity to FM, AM, and
HD/DAB radio.
Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up ademo.
You'll be happy you did. Vorsis - more listeners listening more.
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Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.vorsis.com Isales@wheatstone.com

